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HEARING ON COLLEGE COSTS AND. FEDERAL
ASSISTANCE

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1983

HOUSE Of REPRESENTATIVES, .

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AI 'ID LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
'Me subcommittee met, pursuant. to call, at 10 a.m., in room

2257, Rayburn House Office' Building, Hon. Paul Si on (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

.
.ee

Members present: Representatives Simon, a ison, Owens,
Penny, Gunderson, Petri, and Packard.

Staff present: William . A, Blakey, staff director; Maryln
McAdam, legislative assistant; and Betsy Brand, Republican legis-
lative associate.

Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will come to order. The subcom-
mittee begins a series of hearings pday in preparation for the re-
authprization of the Higher Education Act. Oirer the next several
weeks we will be receiving testimony on yarious studies and inves-
tigations that have been conducted in the tireA of Federal student
finvcial assistance and student participation in Federal aid pro-
grams. -

The information during these hearings will be used to guide the
subcommittee in recommending needed changes during the reau-
thorization process.

. This morning's hearings will focus on rising college costs and

rising costs. Although the 1980 reauthorization of thesiti er Edu-
cation

students are meeting the financial burdens created by those

cation Act allowed for major spending increases in student aid pro-
grams, that expansion was,never realized.

Beginning with the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act Of 1981-
and continuing through the fiscal year 1984° appropriation process,,
funding for financial aid - programs has declined or remained even.
During that .same period of time, tuition for priv tt, institutions in-
creased approxim tely 28 percent, and tuition r public colleges
and universities ros an average of 30 percent.

'Higher education as been faced with rising costs, increasing
numbers of cl ai applicants, and constant or decreasing Fed-
eral dollars. ..)

As we undertak% reau orization of the Higher Education Act, it
is essential that we hav a clear understanding of the impact of
these increasing, costs. An obvious gap is developing between the
ability of low- and middle-income fam iiles to pay the cost of a col-

(1)
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lege education. This gap, once met. with Federal student aid dollars,
to be widening beyond the ability of the. Federal Govern-

ment respond, except. through substantially increased parental
and student borrowing.

I might add that the other impact that has received little atten-
tion is the increasirtg econotnic segregation of higher education in
the United Stales. If I may be personal, my daughter is going to
Georgetown University 1,aw School. Tuition is $8,200 a year, and
that does not count room and board. How can a family of limited
means take care of that? How can a family of limited means do it?

So we are ending -up with one area of higher education that in--
creasingly is limited to 'upper- income people and another that is

f--,,available to everyone. -..

In [ocEring forward, Federal policymaker§ are faced with a clear
choice. Do we move forward and meet the challenge of educating
all Americans or do we continue to slip gradually backwards? The
answer is clear: We must move' forward.

So I hope that the testimony of our witnesses will provide guid-
ance in more fully understanding the dilemma before us land in de-
signing a solution.

[Opening stateMent of Chairman Simon follows:]
OFENINC STATEMENT W BON. PAUL. SIMON. ESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF ILLINOIS AND CHAIRMAN. SUBCON itirrrEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

. Good morning. Today, the Subcommittee begins a series of hearings in prepara-
tion for the reauthorization of the Higher Education 'Act. Over the next several
weeks, we will be receiving testiipony on various studies and investigations that
Have been conducted in the area of Federal student financial assistance and student

4- . participation in Federal aid programs. The information during these hearings will
be used to guide the Subcommittee in tecommending needed changes dui ing the re-
authorization process_ This morning's heacings *ill focus on rising colleg 'costs and
how students are meeting the financial burdens created by thoSe rising costs.

Although the 1980 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act allowed for mnjor
spending increases in student aid programs, that expansion was never realized. Be-
xinning with the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation of 1981 and continuing through
the fiscal year 1983 appropriations process, funding for financial aid programs has

'declined or remained even. During that same period of time, tuitionslor private in-
stitutions increased approximately 28 p'6rcent, while tuitions for public colleges and
universities rose an average of -30 percent. Higher education lias been faced with
risinq costs, increasing numbers of student aid applicants, and constantror decreag-
ing IederAl dollars.

As we undertake reauthorization of the. Higher Education Act, it is essential that
we have a clear understanding of the impact of these increasing costs. An obvious
gap is developing between the abilit of low and middle-income families to pay and
t fie cost of a college education. Thi- gap, once met with Federal student aid'dollars,
appears to be widening beyond -t e ability of the Federal government to respond,
except through parental and stu eht bcerowing. In looking forward Federal policy
makers are faced with a clear choicedo we move forward ,and t4et the challenge
ot educating all'AmericaUS or do we'conbinue to slip gradually backwards?

IJust its`the choice is clear, so is the answerwe miist move forward!
It is our hope that the testimony of our witties&s will provide us guidance in

more lull unde'rstanding the dilemma before us and in designing its solution.
The wi iiesses today are Marie Eldridge, Director of the National Center orr Edit-.

cation St,. ..tics, John Phillips, President of the National Association of Independ-
ent Colleges and Universities, Dr. John Lee, Director Divisign of Human Resources
and Dr. Jacob Starnpen of the University of Wisconsin.

, We welcome all of you and look forward $o your testimony. /
,..,

Mr,SIMON. Our first witness today is Marie Eldridge, Director of
the National Center on Educatidn Statistics. We are (leased to
have you With us here today. ,

i.
6

I
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. STATEMENT OF MARIE I). ELDRIDGE, Sc.M., ADMINISTRATOR,
NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Thank you, Mr. inion. I am also very pleased to
have the opportunity to provide this subcommittee with a statisti-
cal overview of college costs, as we in the National Center for Edu-
cation Statistics see it today based on the data that we have
collected.

For data collection purposes, we have defined college costs as tui-
tion--

Mr. SIMON. txcuse me. If I may just interrupt to say that your
full Statement will be entered into the record together the tables
and other things. ,

[Prepared statement of Mrs: Eldridge follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARIE D. Et.,tytincx, ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL CENTER

FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS

r am very pleased to have the opportunity to provide this subcorhmittee with a
statistical overview of college costs as we see it today, the changes that have taken
place during the lust decade, along with data NCFS has accumulated on how stu-
dents appear to be reacting to these changes.

COLLEGE COSTS

We are all aware that college costs, defined as tuition, required fees, and board
and room, have risen drainatically over the last decade or so. In actual dollars, the
increase between 19'13 and 1982 amounts tO,about 103 percent. On the other hand,
when the overall costs of college for the full-ftrne student are examined in terms bf
constant dollars, we find- that these costs 'have remained essentially constant after
adjustment for inflation. This is ;he case except for the At couple of ,years where
increases in college is exceeded the.inflation rate by significant margins i.e., 9-10
percent per year as co pared to the decreased inflation rate of 2.6 percent this past
year (August 1982-August 1983) and 3,9`perc,ent for calendar year 1982.

First, let's look at some key figures which describe this trend of risilg costs of
tuition, fees, and room and board, factors which form the major component of all
college costs.

Average basic student charges, including_ tuition, fees, and room and board, for a
full-time student at a public institution rose from $1,517 in aced mic year 1973-74
to an estimated $2,950 in 1982-83. This is an increase of 95 perce The correspond-
ing increase in private institutjens was $3,164 in 1973-74 to an imated $6,900 in
1982-83. The percentage increAe in private institutions amoun 118 percent. Yet
within the framework- of the over-all cost of living during t past 10.yeals (in
Auguitt 1973 the Consumer Price Index stood at 135.1 (1967=100), but in August
1983 it had risen to 300.3) the incrqase in consumer prices of 122.3 percent is only
slightly larger than those for basic student charges in public institutions.

One factor which has helped to contain college costs in recent years is the tenden-
cy for an increasing number of students to attend public two-year colleges. Overall
the proportion of all college students attending two-year institutions has risen from
26 percent in 1970 to almost 40 percent in 1982. The fees at these institutions tend
to be substantially less than those at universities and other foudyear schools.

While prices have gone up since 1973 on some of the things that higher education
institutions must buy: Construction costs-109 percent; Utilities-357 percent; Re-
search and development costs-100 pyrcent,erage faculty salary rose only 91
percent.

APPARENT STUDENT REACTION TO INCREASED COSTS

Students' ability to pay bears on their access to postsecondary education. As I pre-
viously indicated, the cost of college has kept pace with inflation in prices except for
the last two years during which it continued to increase in spire of the dropping
inflation ratc041!-, a result, the ratio of student charges to median family income
varied only slightly during most of the past decade. At public universities, these
ratios declined by more than 2 percentage points, from 15 percent in 1970 to just
under 13 percent in 1980. This, however, is a very simple picture since the median
represents only the middle range.
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Much published data on the effect of current demographics indicates that ininori-
ty enrollment is a key to equality of educational opportunity. It is very clear that
ability to pay varies for different groups. Median income for Hispanic families in
1980 was about 33 percent lower than that of Caucasian families and .fo black fami-
lies was about 42 percent lower. Thus, if students' access to postsecondary education
depended solely on their income, the access of minorities could be4seriously limited.

Other phenomena that may reflect stadAt response to increased costs-are: the
rise in part-time students (see Table 1 and Fig. 1); and the increak in -year college
enrollments (see Table 2 and Fig. 2).

In addition, since 1981 students in the t5aditional college age cohorts (undgr 21)
were no longer the majority on campuses (by 1990, the traditional,collego-age poit-lation is expected to decrease by 15 percent); some colleges are maintaining their
enrollment levels by appealing to increased enrollments of older students, who are
predominately part-time. This change may also result in students shifting to differ-
ent types of schools or different academic add/or occupational programs.

Costs may also play a role in influencing whether students persist in schdol, as
well as whether they enroll_ Our data indicate that persistence itt postsecondary
education is stroftly related to a student's socioecononfic status (SES). The lower
the student's SES background the more likely the student was toWithdraw: for 4-
year colleges, *percent of low SES students vs. only 7 percent of high SES stu-dents. Fbr 2-year colleges the corresponding rates are 31 and 20 percent. Clearly,
youngsters from low-SES backgrounds who entered college cokinued their college
education less often than did their classmates from more advantaged backgrounds.

While costs have increased, student aid is contributing to an equalization of edu-
cational opportunity. Fifty six percent of the'1980 seniorattending college in 1980
81 received either a grant or a loan. Here we are considering grants and loans from
all sources, Federal, non-Federal, and even loans from relativesAks shown in Table
4, this percentage varies considerably by family income of. the student and institu-
tional. type.

Forty three percent received grants and thirty percent received loans while some
students received both. We also 'wed to observe that nearly half (44 .percent) re-
ceived neither a grant nor a loan. /

Since the early 1970's students have also changed the way they combine work and
school. We have already observed that more students are attending school part-time.
This is true not only for older stUdents, but also for those entering postsecondary
institutions immediately after high school.

Comparing (see Table 6) college sophomores, students 16 months out of college
who went on to college in 1973 and 1981, we see that both part-time and full-time
students are reporting more hours of work. The biggest changes are for part-time
students, where the percentage not workidg decreased from 29 percent to 22 per-
cent. The percentage reporting full-time work or more increased, from 44 percent
(321 12) in 1973 to 55 percent (41 -I-- 14) in 198i, mtincrease of a full 11 percentage
points.

This completes my teptimony. I will be glad to answer any questions on the data
NCES has available.

ATTACHMENT 1

TABLE 1. -TOTAL ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCAT N, BY ATTENDANCE STATUS,

:SEX OF STUDENT, AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: UNITED STATE , FALL 1983 TO FALL 1982

Year

(I)

TotalTo

comliment

(1)

Attendance status

Full-time Part -time

,
(3) 0)

Sex of student

Men Women

(5) (6)

Control of institution.-
Public Private

(7) (8)

1963 4,765,867 - (I) (I) 2,955,21/ 1,910,650 3,065,848 1,100,019
1964........ 5,280,020 (1) (I) , 1,248,113 2,031,30/ 3,467,708 1,812,312

'1965 5,920,864 (X (') 3,630,020 2,290,844 3,969,596 1,951,268
1966 .... . 6,389,872 4,438,106 11,951,266 3,856,216 2,533,656 4,348,917 2,040,955
1961 6,911,148 4,193,128 12,118.620 4,132,800, 2.718,948 4,816,028 2.095,720
1968, 7l513,091 5,210,155 2,3027936 4,477,649 3,035.442 5,430,652 21182,439
1969 8,004,660 5,498,883 2,505,771 4,746,201 3,258,459 5,i96,868 2,104,792
1970 8.580,887 5,815,290" 2,765,597 5,043,642 3,537.245 6,428.04 2,152,753
1971 k 8,948,644 6,077,232 2.871,412 5,207,004 3,141,640 6,804,309 2,144,335
1972 9,214,860 6,012,389 3,142,471 5,238,757 3,976,103 7,070,635 2,144,225
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TABLE 1.- OTAL ENROLLMENT IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION, BY ATTENDANCE STATUS,
SEX OF STUDENT; AND CONTROL OF INSTITUTION: UNITED STATES, FALL 1963 TO FALL 1982
Continued

Year

(1)

Total
enrollment

(2)

Attendance status

Full time Part-lime

(3) (4)

Sex of student

Men Women

(5) (8)

Control of institution'

Public Private

Ul (8)
1973 9,602,123 6,189,493 3,412,630 5371,052 4.231,071 '7.419,516 21.82,607
1974 10,223.729 6,370.273- 3,853.456 5,622,429 4,601.300 7,988,500 2,235,229
1975 11,184,859 6,841,334 4343,525 6,148,997 5,035,862 8,834,508 2,350,351
1976 .... X11,012,137 . 6,717,058 4,205,079 5,810,828 5,201,309 8,653,477 2,358,660
1977 11,285,787 6,792,925 4,492,862 5,789,016 5,496,771 8,846,993 2,438,794
1978 11,260,092 6,667,657 4,02,435\ 5,640,998 5,619,094 8,785,893 2,474,199
1979 11,569,899 6,794,039 4,775.860 5,682.877 5,887,022 9,036,822 2,533.077
1980 * 12.096,895 1,091,958 4,998,937 5,874,374 6,222,521 9,457,394 2,639,501
1981 12371,672 7,181,250 5,190,422 5,915,056 6,396,616 9,647,032 2,724,640
1982 12,425,780 7,220,618 5.205,162 6,031,384 6,394,396 /9,696,077 2,129,693

Dala not available'

2 Includes part-tune resident students and all extension students.

Source: tJ S. Department of Education, National Center la Education Statistics Fall Enrollment in Nigher. Education

ATTACHMENT 2

TABLE 2.- ENROLL NTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN 2-YEAR AND 4-YEAR INSTITUTIONS,

1970-82

fin Ulousands1

Year

(1)

Total
enrollment

(2)

Four -year

institutions

(3r

Two-year
institutions

(4)

Defcent 4

'roiar'

(5)

1970 / 8,581 6,358 2,225 74
1971... .............. ....... 8,949 6,463 2,486 72
1972 9,215 6,459 2,756 70
t973 .,, .c. , * 9,602 6,590 3,012 69
1974 10,224 6,820 3,404 67
1975 11,185 7,215 3,970 65
1976 0,012 7,129 3,883 65
1977 11,286 7,242 4,042 64
1g78 11,259 7,232 4028 64
1979 , 11,570 7,353 4,217 64
1980 12.097 7,5/1 4,526 63
1981 111 ..1 12,442 ' 7,707 I 4,735 62
1982

I 12,620 ' 7,789 ' 4,831 62

I Projected

\ Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for 2ducalion Statistics, Projections of Education Statistics to 1990-91.

31-283 0-$4 --2
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ATTACIIMENT 5

TABLE 3.PERCENTAGES I OF 2- AND 4-YEAR COLLEGE ENTRANTS WHO WITHDREW 2 BY SOCIO-

ECONOMIC STATUS: FEBRUARY 1982

4-year college 2 -year college

Socioeconomic Sta lus.

1 , 20
Middle' I1 26
Low. 15 31

_ Percentages are based on those individuals who entered college Wore lune 1981.
Some of these, students could possibly have completed short progrIms.

ATTACIIMENT 6

TABLE 4.Percentages of 1980 graduates attending college in 1980-81 who received
either a grant or loan by institutional type and family income level: academic year
1980-81

Institutional type and family income level:
Vocational schools:

w family income I 50
Middle family income 2 47
High family income 3 31

Public junior colleges:
Low family income 55
Middle family income 39
High fannily income ?5

Public 4-year colleges:
Low family income 85
Middle family income 69
High.famil4 incomo 50

Private 4 -year colleges:
Low family income 89
Middle family income 82
High family_incon-ie 64

Low family income less than $12,000 a year.
2 Middle family income between $12,000,and $19,999 a year.

High family Income is $20,000 or more.

4 ATTACHMENT4, 7

TABLE 5.COMPARISON OF 1972 AND 1981 HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS IN SPECIFIED WORK STATUS

CATEGORIES BY STUDENT STATUS: OCTOBER 1973 AND OCTOBER 1981

Hours worked weekly

Student status

Part-lime student full-time student

1913 1981 Change 1913 1981 Change

Total 100 101 0 100 101 0

Not working k' 29 29 22 1 48 45 3
Part time (less than 34 hours) -'-k2-7 24 3 37 37 0

Full time (34 to 44 hours) 32 41 +9 11 12 +1
More than 44 hours 12 14 + 2 4 1 +3

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Yes, I am going to summarize the statement with
your permission.?

Mr. SmoN. Fine.

12i

-
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ELDRIDGE. For data collection purposes, we have defined col-
lege costs as tuition, required fees, room and board. These actual
costs, as we all know, have risen dramatically over the last
decade-103 percent, approximately, s ce 1973. Obviously, talking
in constant dollars during an inflatioi ry period does not provide
an adequate assessment of the real costs.

When, overall costs are adjusted for inflation, we find that these
costs have n-emained essentially constant except for the last 2
years. During this period college costs exceeded the inflation rate
by significant margins:--9 to 10 percent on an' average per year
compared to the decreased inflation rate of 2.6 this past year and
3.9 for calendar year 1982.

I would like to draw your attentionito some key figures which
describe the trend of rising costs of tuition fees and room and
boardfactors which are the major`component of all traditional
college costs.

The average basic student charges at the public institutions rose
from little more than $1,500 per annum, per academic year, in
1973-74 to almost $3,000 in 1982-83roughly an increase of about
95 percent. The corresponding increase in private institutions was
118 percent, from Little more than $3,000 in 1973-74, which was
almost comparable to what public is currently, to almost $7,000 in
1982-83.

Yet within the framework of the overall cost' of living during the
past 10 years, the increase in Consumer Price Index was 122.3 per-
cent. One factor whiSh has helped to contain what we call the ag-
gregate college costs in recent years is the tendency for an increas-
ing number of students to attend. public 2-year colleges where the
fees tend, as we all know, to be substantially less. The proportion
of all college students attendings-2-year institutions has risen from
26 percent in 1970 to almost 40 percent in 1982.

Now, while prices have gone up since 1.973 on some of the things
that higher educattion institutions must buyfor example, con-
struction costs, up roughly 109 percent; utilities, 357 percent; re-
search and development, 100; the average faculty salary rose only
about 91 percent. .

When you ask how students are reacting to the high costs, I have
already alluded to one possible reaction the increased enrollment
in the 2-year and community colleges. However, there is a more
basic principle operating; namely, the students' ability to pay bears
on their access to postsecondary education.

In light of the relation of college costs to inflation, it is not sur-
prising to find that the ratio of student charges to median income
varied only slightly during most of the past decade. This was ex-
pressed in somewhat' more concrete terms recently at a parents'
orientation when the president of a priyate college stated to the
parents that "The annual bills were going to continue to be equiva-
lent to a mid-size Buick." .

At public universities the ratio of charges to median income de-
clined by more than 2 percentage pints, from 15 percent in 1970 to
just under 13 pe cent in 1980. This, however, is a very simple pic-
ture since the niedian represents only the middle ranges and does
not deal with t e two ends of the distribution. It is very clear that
ability to pay varies for different groups. Median income for His-

3
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panic familiesfamilies in ;980 was about 33 percent lower thaii that of the
Caucasian families and for black families it was about 42 percent
lower. Thus, if student's access to postsecondary education depend.;
ed solely on their family income the access of minorities could be
very seriously limited.

Other phenomena that may reflect student response to increased
costs are the dramatic rise in part:time students, the 'twofold in-
crease in 2-year college entrance enrollments and the increased
participation of older students.

Since 08-1, students in the traditional college-age cohort, which
we normally think of as being under 21, were no longer the majori-
ty 011 campuses. By 1990 the traditional college-age. population is
expected to decrease by 15 percent. Some colleges are maintaining
their enrollment levels by appealing to increased enrollments of
older students who are predominantly part time. This change may,
of coursL, also result in students shift-16g to different 'types of
schools or different-academic or occupational programA.

Costs may also play a role in influencing whether students per-
sist in school, much less whether they enroll. Our data indicate
that persistence in postsecondary education is strongly related to
the student's socioeconomic status. The lower the student's SES
background, the more likely the student was to withdraw. YoUng-
sters from low SES backgrounds who entered college continued
their college education less often than did'their classmates ,from
more advantaged backgrounds.

While_ costs have increased, student aid is contributing to an
equalization of educational opportunities. While i6 percent. of the
1980 seniors attending college in 1980-81 received either ti grant or
a loan, almost 90 percent of students in 4-year colleges with less
than $12;000 a year in family income ,received such assistance com-
pared to 50 to 60 percent with income in excess of $20,00Q.

Since the early seventies, students have also changed the way
they combine work and school. We have already observed -that
more students are attending school part time. This is true not on
for older students, but also for those entering postsecondary ins 1-
tutions immediately after high school. Comparing college sopho-
mores, students 16 months out of high school who went on to col-
lege in 1973 and 1981, we see that both part-time and full-time stu-
dents are reporting more hiDurs of work.

The biggest changes are for part-time students where the per-
centage not working decreased from 29 to 22 percent. The percent-
age reporting full-time, work or more increased from 44,percent in
1973 to 55 percent in 1981, an increase of a full 11 percentage
points.

In summary, except for the last 2 years, college costs have kept
pace with inflation. The average increase in ppblic institutions ap-
pears somewhat more restrained than in the private sector. Overall
college expenditures armsomewhat contained by a shift of students
to public 2-year colleges.

While the ratio of average student changes to median family
income has remained fairly constant over the past 'decade, .race
ethnic disparities come into play in terms of ability to pay. Fortu-
nately, student aid is contributing to an equalization of educational
opportunity.

I
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Finally, we have observed four demographic shifts that we be-
lieve relate, and perhaps respond, at least in part, to increased
costs of college educationthe dramatic rise in- part-time students,
the twofold increase in the 2-year college student, a.shift in the age
distribution on college campuses and a substantial involvement in
full-and part-time employment.

That completes my testimony. I would be pleased to answer any
questions that you might have.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very, very much.
If I could shift you over to attachment 6 in your testimovy down

at the bottom to footnote 1, "Low income familyless thaA 12,000
years" should really be "less than $12,000 a year".

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. That was A typographical error we caught last
night.

Mr. SIMON. OK.
Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Now, whether we would consider someone as having

high family income with $20,000 or more, somewhere at some point
you make an arbitrary breakdown. Do we have any kind of breat-
down of what percentage of low-income families, or middle-income
families or high-inconie families are novel attending the various in-
stitut ns?

Mrs. DRIDGE. By type?
Mr. Sim By type.
Mrs. ELDRIDGE. I believe I could develop that for you, Mr. Simon.

I did not bring it with me.
Mr. SIMON. Yes, I would be interested in that. I would be inter-

ested in not only what is happening today but what the situation
was--'-how that would 9mpare to, say, 5 years ago or 10 years
agowhatever period you could find.

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. To the extent that I can develop that, I will be
pleased to submit it for the record.

Mr. SIMON. 'I would be interested in having.that.
[The statistics follow:]
Table 1A shows the percentage of 1980 high school graduates who had enrolled in

postseccndary institutions by October 1980. These students are the ones who en-
rolled in the Fall immediately following high school graduation. Others will enter at
later dates. The rows of the table show the percentage distributions for various
levels of family income.

Table 1B shows comparable statistics for 1972 high school graduatd, eight years
earlier. A comparison of tables 1A and 1B reveals that about the same percentage of
1980 high school graduates had not enrolled in a po,stsecondary institutionin the
Fall following graduation, as for the class of 1972 (47.7-versus 46.7 percent).

Since direct comparison of family income levels over an eight year period of
marked inflation is inappropriatk, we have developed five categories of family
incomeA (lowest), B, C, D, and E (highest)with approximately the same percent-
age of students in 1972 and 1980. These are shown in Table 2 and used in Table 3.
Table 3 reconfigures the data in tables 1A and 1B in accordance with these stand-
ardized categories.

ti
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TABLE IA -PERCENTAGE OF .1980 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ENROLLED 'IN POSTSECONDARY

INSTITUTIONS IN OCTOBER 1980, BY TYPE OF POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTION AND FAMILY INCOME

LEV,EL

Family income level Not

eroded

... _

Voc/
Tech

Type of postse.condary institution

- ....

Public 2 Public 4 Private
ye; year 2-year

percentPrivate
4 yeSr

less than $7,000 63.5 15 86 150 04 50 100
$7,000 M $11,999 58 5 5.3 12.8 16.3 1.2 6.0 100
$12.000 to $15.999. 55.3 8.6 12.7 15,6 0.8 70 100
$16.000 to $19.999 536 6.2 153 17.6 0.9 6.4 100
$20.000 to $24,999 451 69 13.6 22.0 1.1 11.4 100
$25,000 to $37,999 36.2 6.5 163 28.1 1.0 11.5 - 100
$38,000 or more 32.8 3.8 116 30 3 04 21 1 100

Total . ........... .... . 41.7r 64 13.6 213 0.9 10.1 100

Note Based on student reported data from the High School and Beyond Study. National Center for Educaltonal Sratistics Student reports of.
faculty income are less acturate than responses by their parents

TABLE 1B.-PERCENTAGE OF 1972 HIGH, SCHOOL GRADUATES ENROLLED IN POSTSECONDARY

INSTITUTIONS iN OCTOBER 1972, BY TYPE OF POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTION AND FAMILY INCOME

LEVEL

Family income level Not

enrolled
Yoe'
Tech

.sch,01

Type of postsecondary institution

Public 2- Public 4- Private
year year 2-year

Private
4.year

Total'
percent

-

Less than $3,000 65.9 7.4 8.9 13.9 0.2 3.7 100
$3,000 to $5,999 58.9 8.8 12.6 14.2 0.8 4.6 100
$6.000 'to $7,499 58.6 9.0 11.8. 14.7 0.9 5.1 100
$7,500 to $8,999 54.0 9.4 12.4 16.5 1.1 6.6 100
$9,000 to $10,499 48 3 85 13.8 20.7 0.7 8.0 100
$10,500 to $11,999 49A 8.2 151 191 1.0 71 100
$12,000 to $13,499 45.6 7.0 14.8 22.1 1.1 9.3 100
$13,500 to $14,999 42.1 6.8 14.4 25.0. 0.9 10.9 100
$15,000 to $18.000 34.3 6.7 16.5 29.8 2.1 10.6 100
Over $18,000 27.6 4.2 13.7 32.3 1.7 20.5 100

Total 4 46.7 7.5 13.6 21.7 1.1 9.5 100

Hole .,j on student reported data from the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class el 1912, National Center for Education
Stahstics Student reports of (amity income are less accurate than responses by their parents.

TABLE 2.-COMPARISON OF FAMILY INCOME LEVELS FOR 1912 AND 1980 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

Family income distributions

Family income category 1972 High school graduates

Family income tent

1980 High schooLgraduates-
Percentage of

Family income evel
students

Percentage of
students

A Less than $3,000 5.1 Less than $7,000 6.3
B $3,000 to 8,999 29.9 $7,000 to 15,999 26.9
C $9,000 to $11,999 22.4 $1 000 to t2,999 18.2
D $12,000 to $14,999 171 VI 000 to $'24,999 18.2
E $15,000 or more 25.4 $25,011 i more 30.4

;Total 100.0 100.0

.
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TABLE 3.-PERCENTAGE OF 1912 AND 1980 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ENROLLED IN POSTSECOND-

ARY INSTITUTIONS IN THE OCTOBER FOLLOWING GRADUATION, IA' TYPE OF POSTSECONDAR,

INSTITUTION AND FAMILY INCOME CATEGORY

Family income category, Year
enrolled

Not

Type of postsecondary

Voc/
Public

Tech
school

Year

institution

Private
4-year

Total
percentPublic 4-

year
Private
2-year

A 1980 63.5 1.5 8.6 15.0 0.4 5.0 100

19140 65.9- 1.4 8_9 13.9 0.2 3.1 100

EY. ......... 198 561 1.2 12/ 15.9 1.0 6.5 100

1912 51.3 9.0 12.3 15.1 0.9 5.4 100

C.. 1980 516 6.2 15.3 11.6 1.0 6.4 100

1972 48:8 8.4 14.4 20.0 ti 0.8 1.1 100

1980 4451 6.9 13.6 22.0 1.1 11.4 100

1912 44.0 6.9 14.7 23.4 1.0 10.0 100

E.. 1980 34.6 5_3 14 4 29.1 0.1 15.9 100

1912 30.1 5.1 14.8 31.4 1.9 16_7 100

Total 1980 47.7 6.4 13.6 21.3 0.9 10.1 100

1912 46.1 1.5 13.6 21.1 1.1 9.5 100

Note. --Based on student reported data from the National. Longitudinal Study and the High School and Beyond Study, National Center for
Education Stailshcs, Student reports of family income are less icurafe than responses by their parents.

Mr. SIMON. My concern-well, it was, in a sense, highlighted by
the Wesleyan University statement that made the front pages of
the New York Times that they were going to have to limit the
number of low-income families that attended Wesleyan University.
I am not picking on Wesleyan because a great many other schools
have, in fact, quietly done it and siplply haven't been as open abot4
what is taking place.

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Well, from my ersonal experience, I also know
that some of the institutions are ttempting to use part of the tui-
tion and board fees to provide s m additional institutional assist-
ance to these low-income students- so that those who can afford the
higher fees are, in fact, subsidizing some of the lower income stu-
dents.

Mr. SIMON. When on that same attachment you say,. "The per-
centage of 1980 graduates attending college who receive either a
grant or loan," are you talking about Federal grants and loans
there, or any kind?

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Not exclusively. Any assistance whatsoever.
Mr. SIMON. OK.
Let the ask you a general question and you are not speaking for

four agency or the administration, you/are speaking for Marie El-
dridgehpersonally:

You have had more of a chance than anyone in this room to
really dig into these statistics. The real question is, "What do they
mean, what do we do with them?" We now face reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. On the basis of what you have seen, if
you were-and I don't want to wish this upon you-but if you were
suddenly a Member of this subcommittee and a Member of Con-
gress, how would you be restructuring the Higher Education Act to
make sure that college was accessible and that we were doing what
we ought to be doing in our society?

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. I do believe that some substantial work should be
done in terms of truly understanding the financial situation of the

31-283 0 84 -- 3
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colleges in terms of the effectiveness of the pricing. I belie-ve that isvery important. /
I am personally very much diflikerned about the issue that youraise that deals with the dichotomy in the tuition and fees that we

see between not only the public and private 4-year colleges but also
the distinction between the community colleges and the traditional
4-year colleges; 'But I am seeing also some rather encouraging indi-
cationsoin terms of the 2-year community colleges upgrading theirprograms. Perhaps we are going to begin to see a substantially
greater student transferability and continuation in 4-year colleges
and that nihy, in fact, .provide a:really very substantial relief interms of the cost of 4 years of college education in this country.

So,, o the extent that the -2-year institutions can serve, as a firmfounda for the full 4-year programthey could also serve asthe testing ground, will the weeding out process, so that the 4-Year,
colleges do not have, perhaps, students who are not most able tobenefit from the 'educational experiences that are provided there. Ido think that-one has to look at theit's not easy to dothe costbenefit ratios. . 1

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Harrison..
Mr. HARRISON. Thank` you, Mr. Simon. Good morning, Dr. El-

dridge. .

I4 Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Good morning.
Mr. HARitisoN. I am sorry that I wasn't here to hear your state-ment. I took a quick look through it as I was sitting here qnd basi-cally one thing struck menamely the statement that since 1981,

students in the traditional college-age cohort, that's those under 21,
,were no longer the majority on our college caniputies. So, I guess
my question is, do you see any correlation between the rising cost
of education and that fact? Are people waiting-

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Yes, I think two factors come into play there.
One, the statement, "Learning never ends," with persons continu-
ing their education and recognizing that they need to continue
their education. SO we have many part-time adult learners who arecontinuing part time in a much greater proportion than we saw Abefore.

The whole computer area, for example. The campuses are beingswamped with evening courses in computer technOlogy, as I under-stand it.
(-The other factor is that fewer of the students are entering col-

lege, within the last few years, immediately after high school, cer-tainly full time, so they are stretching it out a bit. They are work-
ing more. Therefore, it is going to take them longer. T ey may take1.t.

a year off. They may only go part time because they ave to work40 hours a week in order to assist the family, with t the tuition. So
those two factors are, I think, coming into play. There is no ques-tion in my mind that if you go on the typical campus of a large
university, you will no longer see tim majority in the traditional
college age group that we are accustomed to and that was there
when we were there.

Mr. HARRISON. Along those lines, my second question is, Do we
have any way of knowing how many of these older students are in
school pursuing a degree as opposed to just going back for assist-

18
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ance in changing occupations or to Acquire new skills or something
of that nature?

Mrs. ELDRIDGE. Excuse me a minute.
[Pause.]
Mrs. ELDRIDGE. We will have some limited data that we could.

make available to you. It's not collected in exactly the fdrm in
which you would want it, but ,I would be glad to provide what Ivan
put together for you for the record. -

The data follows:]
Based on estimates derived from sample data collected on thihvOctober '1982 sup-

prement_to the Current Population Survey (Table 1), 891000 persons over 35 years
old were pursuing an academic degree (column 3), 726,000 persons ova 35 years old
were pursuing a vocational certificate (column 5). II; addition, 3,(U3,000 persons
(column 7) in the population over 3G years Old reported they were taking some sort
of adult education. Because these persons in adult education may also have been
pursuing a degree, they should not be added to obtain a total.

TABLE 1 NUMBER AND PERCENT OF PARTICIPANTS IN POSTSECONDWEDUCATION BY TYPE OF

DEGREE PURSUED, AND BY AGE OF PARTICIPANTS: OCTIOBER 1982

(Number in thaisandsi

Age

Total, 14 and above

14 to 15
16 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44 .
45 to 54 ,,,,,, ....
55 to 64
65 to 74
75 and up

.4

t

Total participants'
in postsecondary

education

Number

18,961

Percent

(2)

Participants'
pursuing an

academic degree

Participants' ,..,

pursuing a
vocational certificate

or diploma

Number Percent

(5) 46)

Participants 1. not
pursuing a degree,

certificate, or
diploma-

Number

(3)

9,248

0

6,211

2.146
625
198

56
9

3

Percent

14)

Number

(7)

6,249

2

1,215
2,029
1,296

811
566
2J0

54

Percent

(8)

33.0

40.0
13.2

39.5
54.6
67.7
82.3
91.5
93.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0°

48.8

0
67.5
418
26.3
16.4

8.1

3.1

5.2

3,468

3
1.775

964

451

191

65

17

2

18.3

60.0
19.3

18_8

19.0,
15.8

9.4

5.8

3.4

i.

,

v

5

9,200
5,138

2,372

1,206

688

295

58

The number of participants is not an unduplicated count of persons, since there are an estimated 477,000 indrviduats who are both pursuing an

academic degree (column 3) and are taking courses not in pursuit of a degree, certificate, or diploma (column 7). The unduplicated total for

oostsecondary participants is 18,961,000- 477.000 or 18.484,000 persons.

Note.-Detads may not add to totals because of rounding. These data are estimates derived from a sample survey of the civilian noninstitubonal

population of the United States which was conducted as part of the October 1982 supplement to the Current Population Survey. Tables of standard

errors are available upon request.

Source U S Department of Education. National Center for Education Statistics. Current Population Survey (October 1982), Unpublished Tabulations

v (October 1983)

Mr. HARRISON. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. No questions.
Mr. SIMON, Mr. Petri.
Mr: PETRI. No questions.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you very, very much for your testimony

and your work.
Mrs. ELDRIDGF. Thank you, Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Next we will have a panel composed of Dr. John

Philli , Dr. Jacob Stampen and Dr. John Lee.
Dr. PHILLIPS. .Do you want us left to right or right to left. [Laugh-

ter.]

19
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Mr. Simoet. John Phillips, who is a veteran witness before this
subconimittee, is the president of the National Association of Inde-
pendent Colleges and Universities and the National Institutes of In-
dependent Colleges and Universities.

I confess that I am .not familiar with the NationM Institute of
Indepehdent C,1olleges and Universities so perhaps you can take 30
seconds to tell us what that is.

[The prepared statement of Dr. John Phillips follows:]
a PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDF:-

PENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES AND NATIONAL. INSTITUTE OF INDEFENVENT
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES a

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is John Phillips. Iai here today_ representing both the National Association of Independent Collegesand Universities, which endeavors to provide a unified national voice for independ-
s. 'ent higher education on legislative and.qgulatory patters: and the National Insti-

tute of Independent. Colleges and Universities, which provides policy makers andthe general public with research _and policy analysis concerning developments
7. within independent higher education and the impact of federal stuaent'aid and taxpolicies on independent higher education.

I appreciate this opportunity to visit with you briefly about thg situation facingyoung Americans who hope to attend independent colleges and universities, and todescribe for you the devastating brow that recent policies have dealt to the aspira-tions of students from lower and'moderate income families to obtain the benefits ofhigher education at an independent college or university. Because independenthigher education receives relatively little institutional support from government.an is, therefore, heavily dependent on tuition and fees paid by students and their
farhilies, reductions of federal support for financially needy students have fallenwith disproportionate severity upon those students who attend or hope to attend oneof the 900 colleges and universities which comprise the NAICU/NIICU membership.

Let me give you the facts. During the 1981-82 academia year, NIICU conducted amassive survey of student: aid records from a balanced national sample of aid recipi-ents. Because this survey repeated surveys previously conducted in academic years1978-79 and 1979-80, we were, able to discern three-year trends in student aid forthe entire independent sector. The trends we found in student aid packaging were
at once both surprising and disturbing, especially in terms of the outlook for educa-tion of low-income students.

We found a dramatic decline in the number of undergraduate aid recipients fromftynilies with annual incomes in the range between $6,000 and $24,000. Indeed, from1179-80 to 1981-82, independent higher education experienced a 39 percent decreaseof Student aid recipients from that family income range. This suggests that, because
of increasing college costs that coincided with decreasing student aid dollars avail-able froth federal aid programs to meet those costs, many needy students who
sought to attend independent colleges and universities suffered so greatly that theywere forced to relinquish their basic educational aspirations. During this sameperiod, the "buying power" of Pell Grants fell by nearly 35 percent for students at-
tending independent colleges and universities, and we experienced almost a ten-per-cent loss in the number of Pell recipients at NAICU member schools.

How are lower and moderate income students coping?
They rely more heavily on need-based aid offered by the independent colleges and

universities themselves. During the 1981-82 academic year, the percentage of aid re-cipients receiving institutiemal aid climbed to 55 percent, and the average institu-
tional award increased to almost $1,500 per student.

They rely more heavily on Guaranteed Student Loans, and the concomitant debt
,burden which that involves. The number of independent college and university stu-dents participating in the GSL program doubled between 1979-80 and 1981-82, and
average GSL borrowing climbed to $2,264.

For needy students still able to attend independent colleges and universities in
1981-82, their "self-help"i.e., work, loans and expected student contributions
averaged more than 40 percent of total educational expensesan increase of morethan $1,000 per student from only two years earlier. (In fact, if we were to employ
the current Administration's definition of self-help, needy students attending inde-pendent colleges and universities are, at this time, providing mkre than 60 percent
of their total cost of attendance through self-help.)

20
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But the real story.---and the really sad storyis that low-income stMents simply

are not coping with the federal policy changes. Last September, overall enrollment
declined in independent colleges and universities, and the numbir of full=time enter-

-, ing froshment declined by more than 4 percent. Almost two-thirds of all independ-
ent colleges and universities reptirted declines in freshman class enrollments!

These declines may appear modest, but they present two serious problems: First,
this loss of entering freshmen will cost the nation's independent colleges and uni-
versities more than a quarter of a billion dollars in tuition and fee revenues during
the next four years. But, more importantly, there are strong indications that the
students who have lost the opporpinity to attend an independent college or universi-
ty (perhaps even any institution of higher learning) are precisely those students
from lower and moderate income families which the federal student aids programs
were designed to help most. --. J t / .

Our studies of student financial aid have shown that the, tqss of low-income stu-
dents in independent colleges and universities between 1979-80 and 1981-82 corre-
spondtiti with a 'sharp decline of minority participation. This judgment was con-
firmed last Fall when we found that the group of.independent colleges and universi-
ties with the largest proportion of student aid recipientsour historically Black col-
legessuffered_ a full 10-pe.Mit loss of entering freshmen. These students, and
other needy students attend'ing colleges with tuitions of more than $2,000 tthis
group includes a number of state universities in addition to virtually all independ-
ent colleges and universities) will receive absolutely no additional help whatsoever
from anyaof the recent and scheduled changes in the Pell Grant program except
those changes that increase the maximum Pell Gra award. We ask that you give
careful consideration to these needy students, who t.46. assuming ever greater work
and debt burdens in their struggle to attend the colleges they believe are best suited
to their needsthe colleges which they think will assist them most and best in their
educational development. .

.

But we are pot dnly asking for your assistance. We are taking steps to help you
determine the exact scope of the problem and the precise needs of these students
who most deserme.help. We currently are awaiting final word from-a major founda-
tion about funding for a 1983-84 update of the student aid recipient data file that
has provided the important information I have outlined for you today. We'hope that
we can provide current information on students attending independent colleges and
universities for you by next Spring.

Also, we are determined to address the special problems faced by specific sub-
grot s of independent colleges and universities. In particular, we currently are join-
ing h the National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, the

1,,,

Unite Ngro College Fund, and the Office for the Advancement of Public Black
Collelges, to carefully assess the impact of changes in student financial aid on all
historically Black colleges, both public and independent.

We do this to show you that our needy student aid recipients are working more,
assuming more debt burden, and exacting more help from their parents, all for the
relentless effort to afford the college of their choice. They need not 'less federal stu-
dent assistance, but much more if the promise of truly equal educational Opportuni;
ty for all Americans to enroll in all available study programs is to be fulfilled.

Before I close, let me note that while I have spent most of my time today discuss-
ing undergraduate education, I want you to know that we are very much concerned
about the increasing problems students face in financing graduate education, and
we commend the Committee for scheduling specific future testimony on this subject.
We also have concerns about abuse of the definition currently used to determine
independent student status, a subject of an additional hearing that you have sched-
uled. .

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to present our concerns, and. I would
be pleased to respond to any questions which you or other Members may have.

STATEMENT OF JOHN PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ANI)
THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES, ACCOMPANIED BY JULIANNE STILL THRIFT,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDEPEND-
ENT COLLEGES ANI) UNIVERSITIES
Dr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman, that's our research and policy anal-

ysis arm and the executive director of that institute is immediately
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behind me, Mrs. Julianne Still Thrift. They do speci studies on'
tie conditions in independent higher education, the impact of Fed-
eral policies on the member colleges and schools, the status of stu.
dents and they have done studies of particular importanje to this
-testimony 4hat I am going to give this Inorning.

Mr. SIMON., OK. We will call on you first.
.Dr. PHILLIPS. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for this

opportunity to visit with you briefly this morning about the cut-
-) reV situation for young Americans who hope to attend independ-

ent colleges and universities and to describe for you the devastat-
ing blow that recent pplicies have dealt to the aspirations from
lower and -moderate income familles'IO obtain the benefits of
higher education in an independent_ college or university. Because
independent higher education receives relatively little institutional
support from government and, therefore, is heavily dependent on

-tuition and fees paid by students and their familiesI might add
parenthetically that that figure is right around 67 percent-67 per-
cent of all of the operating revenues, educational and general reve-
nues that a private college receives today come from the payment
of student tuition and fees.

. So every time the cost of operation goes up a dollar you have got
to findyou have got to raise the tuition and fees by an average of
66, 67 percent. Therefore, reductions in federal support for finan-
cially needy students have tended to fall with disproportionate se-
verity upon those students who attend or hope'to attend one of the
900 colleges and universities which comprise the N.A,ICU member-
ship.

Let me give you the facts of the situation. During the 1981-82
academic year, NIICU conducted a survey of student aid records
from a national sample of aid recipients. Because this survey re-
peated surveys previously conducted in academic years 1978-79 and
1979-80, we were able to discern three year trends in student aid
for the entire independent sector. The trencls we found in student
aid packaging were at once both surprising And disturbing especial-
ly in terms of the outlook for the education of low-income students.

There was a dramatic decline in the number of undergraduate
aid recipients from families with annual incomes in the range be-
tween $6,000 and $24,000. Indeed, from 1979-80 to 1981-82, inde-
pendent higher education experienced a 39-percent decrease of stu-
dent aid recipients from that broad family income range.

Now, we all acknowledge that some part of that results from in-
flation of incomes at the higher end so they are being pushed out
at the $24,000 end of that group. But we think that this is a very
significantyou knov7, only a small part of that loss is due to infla-
tion of family incomes.

It suggests that because of increasing college costs that coincided
with decreasing student aid dollars available from Federal aid pro-
grams to meet those ;costs many needy students who sought to
attend independent colleges and universities suffered so greatly
t.44 ,they sere forced to relinquish their basic educational aspira-
tions\ '-- -

_ During this sarne-pefiod from 1979-80 to 1981-82, the buying
power of Pell grants fell by nearly 35 percent for students attend-
ing independent -colleges and universities and , we experienced
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almost a 10-percent loss in the total numbers of PO grant recipi-
ents at NAICU-member schools. Again, if I could depart from my
prepared testimony and just give you a kind of a summation of the
situation with regard to Pie 11 grants at independent colleges and
universities.

Ip 1979, when the Pell grant maximum award first reached
.

$1,800, the average cost of going to a SPLAC, a small, private, lib-
eral arts collegethat's the terminology we used to use at HEW
the average cost of attending a SPLAC was $5,400. So a maximum
Pell grant award of $1,800 covered a third of the cost and the
amount uncovered was $3,600. OK? $300 that you had to find from
loans and work and so on.

Now, as you know, since 1979, we have gone through some conca-
tonations of solve severity here and the Pell grant maximum has
fluctuated, but it is finally now back to $1, 00. Right? And for next
year, according to the Conference Comm tee report we are going
to liAve a $1,900 maximum.

Th average cost of going to a SPLAC next year is going to be
$9,000. OK? And you are going to have a $1,900 Pell grant. Do ou
know what that percentage is? That's 21 percent. So the amoun
the cost of going to a private college has declined from 33 per ent

of

to 21 percent in a 5-year period. Look at what the uncovered cost is

nynow as opposed to 1979. In 1979, I told you it was $3,600. Next year
it will be,$7,100. That means that the uncovered cost, of going to
college in an independent college has increasedit has doubled
for all intents and purposes, it has doubled in five years.

That's why I can then turn back to my prepared testimony and
tell you whafsgoing on, if you leave that large a percentage and
that large a dollar amount uncovered by Pell grant aid, here's
what appens. f

T lower and moderate income students are coping with this
pro lem by relying much more heavily on need-based aid offered
by the independent colleges and universities themselves. During
the 1981-82 academic year, the percentage Of aid recipients receiv-
ing institutional aid climbedand I neglected to put in here from
what level it declinedit climbed from 45 to 55 percent and the av-
erage institutional award' ncreased to almost $1,500.

Now if you multiply that out= incidentally the base from which
that came was about $1,200 so it increased about $300 during that
time frame that I have agreed to; what that means is that national-
ly independent colleges and universities themselves are digging
into their cash, their endowments, their reserve fund's and .coming
up with three-quarters of a billion dollars every year in institution-
al need-based grants to try to offset the loss of federal aid. Now,
how long can you do that without underminingsthe financial stabil-
ity of Stour college?

Second, they are relying much more heavily on guaranteed stu-
dent loans and the concomitant debt burden which that involves.
The number of independent colleges and university students par-
ticipating in the GSL program doubledrepeat, doubledbetween
1979-80 and 1981-82. The average GSL borrowing per year climbed
from $1,787that's the base figure there that I should have put
into the testimonyto $2,064. What this means is that in that
timeframe, 1979-80,1981-82, the percentage of student aid recipients
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receiving' guaranteed loans increased from 23.5 percent to 53.3 per-cent. OK? That means practically everybody now is having to go tothe loan window in order to find an opportunity cts o td those col-leges.
.'or needy students who are still able to attend independent col-

leges and universt ies, in 1981-82, their self-help, that is to say, thetotal work, loans and expected student contributions averaged
more than 40 percent of the total education expenses an increaseof more than $1,000 per student from only 2 years earlier.

An interesting sidelight here, if you were to take the administra-
tion's definition of self-help, which God forbid we should do, but ifwe were to do that, actually the students enrolled in independent
colleges and universities student aid recipients would be covering60 percent of their costsithrough the combination of self-help pro-grams.

But the really 'sad story is 'that the low-income students in this
country simply are not coping with the Federal policy changes in-sofar as going to independent colleges. Last September overall en-rollment declined at independent colleges and uniVersitie8 4nd thenumber of full time entering freshmen declined by More than four
full percentage points.

Almost two-thirds of independent colleges and universities re-ported declines in freshman class enrollments. These decli es may
appear modest, but they present two serious problems. Fi t, this
loss of'entering freshmen will cost the Nation's independent olleg-
es and universities more than a quarter of a billion dollars in fee
revenues during the next 4 years. Add that to the three-qu -ters of
a billion that they are spending to try to finance the mil nded stu-
dent aid that has been lost in the last 5 years and they are $1 bil-lion down this year for sure as minimum.

But, more importantly, there are strong indications that the stu-
dents who have lost the opportunity to attend an independent col-lege or university, or perhaps even any institution of higher learn-
ing, are precisely those students from lower and moderate income
families which the Federal studen'; aid programs were designed tohelp most.

Our studies of student financial aid have shown that the loss of
low income students at independent colleges and universities corre-sponded with a sharp decline of minority participation. This judg-
ment was confirmed last fall when we found that the group of inde-
pendent colleges and universities with the largest proportion of stu-dent aid recipients, our historically black colleges, suffered a full 10
percentage point loss of entering freshmen.
'These students and other needy students attending colleges withtuitions of more than $2,000and,incidentally, that group includes

a significant number of State universities as well as independent
collegeswill receive absolutely no additional help whatsoever
from any of the recent and scheduled changes in the Pell grant
prdgram except those changes that increased the maximum Pell
grant award.

We, therefore, have to ask that this committee give special con-
sideration and attention to the needy students -who are assuming,
ever greater work and debt burdens in their struggle to attend col-leges which they believe are best suited to their needs, the colleges

2. 4
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Which they think will assist them most alp best in their education-
al development. ./- .

We are not only asking for your assistance as you pursue the
questions of reauthorization. We are taking steps the help you to de-
termine the exact scope of the problem and the precise needs of
these students who most deserve help.

We are currently awaiting final word from a major foundation
about funding of a 1983-84 of the student aid recipient data file
that has provided the important information that I have outlined
for you today. We hope we can provide current information on stu-- dents attending independent colleges and universities for you by
next spring. By next spring, I am talking March.

Also we are determined to address the special problems faced by
specific subgroups of independentcoll es and universities. In par-
ticular, we currently are joining with I e National Association for
Equal Opportunity in Higher Educati , the United Negro College
Fund, and the Office for the Advancement of Public Black Colleges
carefully to assess the impact of changes in student financial aid
on all historically black colleges, both public and independent. We
do this, in part, to show you that our needy student aid recipients
are working more, assuming more debt burden and exacting more
help from their familiesall in the relentless effort to afford the
college of their choice. They need not less Federal student assist-
ance, but much more if the promise of truly equal educational op-
portunity for all Ameticans to enroll in all available study pro-
grams is to be fulfilled.

Mr. Chairman, you can read the remaining passages in my testis
many. I'll stop here and take any questions that you may have for
me at this time.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you for your very substantial testimony.
Our next witness is Dr. Jacob Stampen, assistant professor, De-

partment of Educational Administration, the University of Wiscon-
silk at Madison.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Jacob Stampen follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACOB 0. STAMPEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATIONAL. ADMINISTRATION, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON

This testimony responds to several questions from Congressman Simon's letter of
invitation:

(1) To what degree have college costs risen during the past decade?
(2) What factors Account for this rise?
(3) How are students financing their educations?
(4) What chairs have occurred in the ways students finance their educations?

1 In recent yearrthe cost of college attendance has increased at roughly the same
percentage rate as the increase in the Consumer Price Index. Evidence of this is
rovidgd in a recent publicatitm by Cathy Henderson of the American Council on

Education Policy Analysis Service, entitled, "College Costs: Recent Trends, Likely
Future." For 1983-84 it is estimated that average tuition and fee and room and
board costs at a public college or university, at which nine out of ten students pay
state resident tuitions, is $4,618. This figure does not include the cost of books, sup-
plies, transportation, health care and insurance and other expenses. Also, average
costs vary by type of institution. For example, costs are lower at public two year
institutions than at public research universities.

. Many factors account for the rate of increase in college attendance. Goods and
services purchased by colleges and universities have in many cases acted to escalate
costs. On the other hand, physical plant and equipment costs have been restrained
due to tight state budgets and anticipated enrollme44,4eclines, and faculty salaries
have lagged behind inflation during most of the past decade-i.

J1 -283 0 -84 -4 2o
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Roughly one-third of the students attending public colleges and universities (3
million) receive aid from federal, state, and institutional programs. This is a finding
from a 1981-82 study entitled, "Student Aid and Public Higher Education: A
Progress Report." Other aid is provided by private sources (i.e., outside institutional-
ly monitored student aid) such as community organizations or various kinds. Howev-
er, amounts of aid from these sources are very small compared to government spon-
sored aid. Roughly nine out often student aid dollars derive from federal programs.
Also, percentages of students receiving aid vary by type of institution. For example,
Only two out of ten students attending low tuition two year community and junior
colleges receive federal, state, pi institutional aid whereas roughly half of the stu-
dents attending more expensive four y?mr colleges and research universities receive
such aid-

Student aid in public higher education is distributed in a manner whereby grants
are centered on students from the lowest income families. As incomes rise, aid in
the form of loans is increasingly relied on. For example, dependent -find independent
state resident undergraduate students earping lessI.han $9,290 in 1981-82 receive.
55 percent of all grant aid, whereas the,$15,323 to $25,407 income ra accounted'
for only 14 percent of all grant aid. This and other evidence supj )rted is

-college study's conclusion that, "it udent aid programs do what the re originally
intended to do. They distribute dinarsmostly federa.1%--to students who would oth-
erwise have difficulty financing a highbr education." Also, for all students receiving
aid on the basis of financial need, aid from all sources including grants and loans,
averaged 62 percent of total dependent student expenses and 44 percent of total in-
dependent student expenses.

The central question of this panel is how student aid recipients and other stu-
dents pay for college and how these efforts may have changed in recent years. Until
now the results of the recent public higher education student aid study, which only
provided datalor a single year, 1981-82, have been cited.

At this point an attempt will be made to respond more directly to the panel's cen-
tral question. This will be accomplished with the aid of preliminary results from a
project currently being conducted through the Wisconsin Center for Research and
Development in Education. The purpose of this project is to develop a survey instru-
ment for a national student resource and expenditure study. In short, we are trying
to shed more light on how all students, including student aid recipients, pay for col-
lege. At this point the instrument had only been tested on full time undergraduate
students attending one institution, the University of WisconsinMadison, during
the academic year 1981-82. Therefore, it is cautioned that results may vary among
different kinds of institutions. However, at least two preliminary findings seem
worthy of mention at this time. One is that the family incomes of students receiving
aid on the basis of fintincial need were significantly lower than the incomes of non-
need- based aid recipients and non-aid recipients. Respectively, average incomes
were roughly $25,000, $35,000 and $45,000. .

The second finding is that student aid is not the single most important source of
financial assistance for Madison students. Grants an loans rank second and third,
but work ranks first. Roughly nine out of ten students in each of the previously
mentioned categories were employed during the summer and six out of ten need
based aid recipients- said they would not be enrolled full -time chiring the semestet,in
which said they would not be enrolled full-tinte during the semester in which they
were interviewed without such employment. Also, a higher proportion of need-based
aid recipients (58 percent) than other students (40 percent) worked during the school
year. The situation suggested by the attached table and responses to the total
survey is that students finance their educations from a wide variety of sources and
that amount these student aid is very important. Also, if in a broader study levels of
student employment are as high at other institutions as they are at Madison, it may
be questioned whether other generations of students have worked more than the
present one to finance their eduCations.
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THE HIGHER rEDUCATION STUDENT RESOURCE AND EXPENDITURE SURVEY 1981-82: FULL-TIME

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ATTENDING THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON BY STUDENT

AID RECIPIENT STATUS -

Reedbased aid
recipients (including

Gal

Maimed based aid
recipients jindudng

GSL)
Nonrecipients

Siri

Percent of students ., 30 47 2

Average annual expenditure $5.210 $4,622. $5,01

Percent working:

Last summer
..

During school year
.87

58

87

41

8

4

Working for food-lodging (nonmonitarx) 5 1 .

Percent using persOnal or family resources:

'Assets and savings 63($318) 65($442) 6 4
Money from parents 33 64 7

,*. Money from relatives- friends 11($31) 15($25) ($24.)
Money from spouse 4($49) 2($22) ($45)
living with parents 5 1 1

Percent receiving student aid:

Grants 84($332) 6($10)..,

Loans 79($1,283) 71($1,898)
Work-study 16 0

Auden g scholarships 21($105) 21($19)
Athletic scholarships, 5 3

Percent receiving aid from miscellaneous sources: AFDC, child
support, veterans benefits, social education benefits, insur.

ance payments, food stamps, unemployment compensation

,

8($12) 19($161) 0

Notes (1) Numbers in parenthesis next to the percentage columnaLoacate total-dollars divided by the total number of students within each
category Mar amounts will be availabie for all of the listed categories in the results of future surveys,

(2) These figures are taken from the first stage of a project to develop a student resource and expeoature survey. A second generatial
instrument is currently being tested at the University of WisconsinMadison rn prwratiai fa a national study focusing on how students pay fa
Coale. This pro)ect is currently receiving support horn the American Council on Earation, the Wisconsin Center of Research and -Development in
Education, the Intematioxial Institute owlEducation and the University of WisconsinMadison Survey Research Laboratory.

r

STATEMENT OF JACOB 0. STAMPEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION, UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSINMADISON
Dr. STAMPEN. Thank you. I might add that my research has been

sponsored by the American Association of State Colleges and Uni-
versities and the Association of Community and Junior Colleges
and the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant
C911eges,

As pertains to public colleges and universities, this testimony re-
sponds to several questions from Congressman Simon's letter of in-
vitation. To what degree have college costs risen during the past
decade? What factors account for this rise? How are students fi-
nancing their educations? What changes have occurred in the way
students finance their educations?

In recent years the cost of college attendance has increased at
roughly the same percentage rate its the increase in the Consumer
Price Index. Evidence of this is provided in a recent publication by
Cathy Henderson of the American Council on Education's Policy
and Analysis Service entitled, "College Costs: Recent Trends and
Likely Future" and I have distributed copies of this to you.

I might add that, as was said earlier, in the last couple of years
tuition increases have exceeded the inflation rate.

For 1983-84, it is estimated that the average tuition fee and
room and board costs at public colleges and universities at which 9
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out of 10 residents pay State residents tuitions, is $4,618. This
figure does not include the cost of books, supplies, transportation,
health care, insurance and other expenses. Also average costs vary
by type of institution. For example, costs are lower at public 2-year
institutions than at public research universities.

Many factors account for the rate of increase in college attend-
ance. Goods and services purchased by colleges and universities
have in many cases acted to escalate costs. On the other hand,
physical plant and equipment costs have been restrained due to
tight State budgets and anticipated enrollment declines, and facul-
ty salaries have lagged behind inflation during most of the past
decade.

Roughly one-third of the students attending public colleges and
universities, and that's 3 million students'receive aid from Federal,
State, and institutional programs. This is the finding of a 1981-82
study entitled, "Student Aid in Public Higher Education: A
Progress Report." I have also passed out copies of this report.

I might add that this studyJohn just mentioned that we are
hoping to replicate some data bases and his is for independent col-
leges and universities and I developed one for public colleges and
universities and that's recorded in here.

This was the first effort to take a comprehensive view across the
spectrum of higher education of how all of the student aid pro- .
grains impact higher education. That is, all of the Federal pro-
grams, the State programs and institutional programs.

The Federal Government has maintained records on individual
programs, but until this joint effort in 1981-82 no one had taken a
look at the whole and seen how aid was distributed. Now the inde-
pendent colleges and universities have conducted these studies for
several years. The 1981-82 study was the first one for public higher
education.

Aside from the aid reported in that study, other aid is provided
by private sources, usually outside the institutional and monitored
student aid, such as community organizations of various kinds. The
Middleton Garden Club Scholarship is an example of the kind I am
referring to. These are generally small grants by the Kiwanas Club
to outstanding graduates of a high school. They are quite numer-
ous, but they don't add up to a lot of money. They are mostly an
honor. Amounts of aid from these sources compared to Govern-
ment-sponsored aid, roughly 9 out of 10 and dollars are derived
from Federal programs. Also, percentages of students receiving aid
varied by type of institution. For example, ?only 2 out of 10 students
attending low tuition, 2-year, community and junior colleges re-
ceived Federal, State, and institutional aid, whereas rotIghly half of
the students attending more expensive 4-year colleges and research
universities receive such aid.

Studentraid in public higher education is distributed in a manner
whereby grants are centered on students from the lowest income
families. As incomes rise, aid in the form of loans is increasingly
relied on. For example, dependent and independent State resident,
undergraduate students earning less than $9,290 in 1981-82 re-
ceived 55 percent of all grant aid. Whereas, the $15,000 to $20,000
income range accounted for only 14 percent of all grant aid.
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This and other evidence supported the public collegestody's con-
clusion that student aid programs do what they were originally in-
tended to dodistribute dollars, mostly Federal, to students who
would otherwise have- difficulty finahcing a higher education. I
might add that roughly 8 out of 10 students and- 8 out of 10 student
aid recipients are attending public institutions.'

Also, for all students receiving aid on the basis of financial aid,
aid from all sources including grants, loans, work and other things
averaged 62 percent of total dependent student expenses and 44
percent of total independent student expenses.

The central question of this panel is how student aid recipients
and other students pay for college and how these efforts may have
changed in recent.years. Until now the results of cur recent higher
public education study, which only provided data for a single year,
1981-82, have been cited.

At this point, I will make an attempt to respohd more directly to
the panel's central question. This will be accomplished with the aid
of preliminary results from a project currently being conducted
through the Wisconsin center'for research and development in edu-
cation. The pl1rpose of this project is to develop a survey instru-
ment for a national student resource and expenditure study. In
short, wi.are trying to shed more light on how all students, includ-
ing student aid recipients, pay for college. At this point, the instru-
ment has only been tested on full-time undergraduate students at-
tending one institution, the /University of WisconsinMadisOn,
during academic year 1981-8E. Therefore, it is cautioned that the
results may vary among different kinds of institutions. However, at
least two preliminary findings seem worthy of mention at this
time.

One is that family incomes of students receiving aid on the basis
of financial need were significantly than the incomes of not-need-
based aid recipients and nOt-aid recipients. Respectively, average
incomes were roughly $25,000 for need-based aid recipients; $35,000
for people who received aid, but not on the basis of need; and
$45,000 for those who do not receive aid.

The second finding is that student aid is not the single most im-
portant source of financial assistance for Madison students. Grants
and loans tank second and third, blot work ranks first. Roughly 9
out of 10 students in each of the previously mentioned categories,
that is, the ones who receive aid on the basis of need and the ones
who receive aid, but not on the basis of need, and the ones who do
not receive aid, were employed during the summer preceding our
survey. Six out of ten need-based aid recipients-said they would not
be enrolled full time during the semester in which they were inter-
viewed without Wuch employment.

Also, a higher proportion of need-based aid recipients, 58 percent,
compared to other students, 40 percent, work during the school
year. The situation suggested by the attached table and responses
to the total survey is that students finance their education from a
wide variety of sources and that among these 'student aid is very
important.

If, in a broader study, levels of student employment are as high
at other -institutions as they are at Madison, it may be questioned
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whether other generations of students have workqd more than the
present one to finance their education.

-One thing I might just mention about this data base is that the
study that John referred to, the creation of student aid recipient
data banks' for independent and public higher education, were ne-
cessitated because nothing like it existed before. I think this kind
of instrument is also necessary because clear information about the
full extent of student resources and expenditures has been lacking.
So the reason I mention preliminary findings like this is because I
want to illustrate the utility of this kind of an effort and then the
surprising results that such a high percentage of students work.

I have made a recent niidlife career change to academia but for
many years before that I have covered evidence and I had not seen.
anything like that before.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
The final member of the panel is Dr. John B. Lee, director of the

division of human resources of the Applied Systems Institute.
Dr. Lee.
Dr. LEE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. We may want to

put the full testimony in the record and I will just touch on some
of the highlights.

Mr. SIMON. We will do that.
[Prepared statement of Dr. John Lee follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN B. LEE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF HUMAN
RESOURCES, APPLIED SYSTEMS INSTITUTE

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee; today I would like to present some
information on the cost of postsecondary education and how students meet these
costs. I have chosen to note changes since 1974. The period since 1974 hips been
marked by inflation, recession, and changes in Federal studbnt aid programs.

I. COLLEGE COSTS '
. Since 1974 college costs have not risen as quickly as inflation. According to Col-
lege Scholarship Service (College Board, 1974, 1982) cost of attendance for a full-time
resident student has not increased as much as inflation. In a period in which infla-
tion increased 96 percent (1974-1982), the cost of attending a private four-year col-
lege increased 85 percent, public community college costs increased 65 percent,
public four-year college costs went 'up by 83 percent, and private two year colleges
costs increased by 59 percent.-

If college costs had risen with inflation since 1974, the typical annual cost; would
be between $300 and $1,000 more in 1982 depending on which sector a.student at-
tended. Private two-year college costs increased the least and private four-year col-
lege costs increased the moAt.

II. STUDENT AID

Federal government support for students, when measured in 1982 dollars, peaked
in 1976. This was the year when support for Vietnatn veterans was at its highest.
Since that time the number of veterans utilizing their benefits has declined and in
1982 the number of students receiving Social Security assistance began to decline
also. Increases-in need based support programs operated by the Department of Edu-
cation have not overcome this decline (Chart 1).

The dollar outlays by the Department of Education for student aid have increased
since 1974 (Chart 2). In 1982 dollars, the peak year for grant assistance was 1980.
Growth in the self-help programs (College Work Study, National Direct Student
Loans and Guarartteed Student Loans) has accelerated during this time period, due
almost entirely to the cost of subsidizing the Guaranteed Siudent Loan program. An
Increasing proportion of the Department's student aid ;-ft:ources is now directed
toward aid program§ where students assume an obligation in return for the aid:
Either they must earn the dollars through work or they must repay a loan.
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Students have been affected by these trends in student financial assistance and
college costs. According to the Freshmen Norms (Astin et. al., 1974, 1982) 45 percent
of all full-time freshmen received some form of grant or loan in 1-974. In 1982, 56
percent of the same population reported a grant or loan. The number of aid recipi-
ents has increased.

The proportion of costs covered for each recipient has decreased. In 1974 recipi-
ents were able to cover 52 percent of their costs with a grant or loan. By 1982 the
aid-covered proportion had dropped to 42 percent.

The effect of changes in Departmentally managed aid programs has been to in-
crease the number of students receiving aid, but to reduce the purcashing power of
the aid for each recipient. This shift has had a relatively greater impact on the
lowest income students_ Maximum grant size has not kept pace with inflation.' In
order to have a Pell grant that would equal the purchasing power of $1,400 in 1974,
a maximum grant of $2,700 would have been needed in 1982 Those who benefited
the most from increases in Federal student aid have been middle income students,
who become eligible for Guaranteed loans in 1980.

The following sections review the different patterns of financing for: Income
groups, high school achievement levels, and racial groups. Twenty different sources
of funds are considered_ The sources can be categorized as coming from families; the
Federal government; state, institutional and private agencies; and other incidental
sources. All the data reflect the reports of full-time freshmen in college in the Fall
of 1982.

A. Financial Aid by Family Income
Federal aid is sensitive to family income. The following table (Table 1) indicates

that in all cases, low income students are more likely to receive financial assistance
from a government source (Federal or state) than are higher income students. Guar-
anteed loans are the most likely form of Federal assistance to be used by middle
income students.

Other sources of support also show differences related to family income. The pro-
portion of students receiving assistance from parents 'drops as family income de-
clines. Utilization of part-time work and savings is reasonably stable across income
categories. The proportion of students receiving aid froth state, college, or private
sources increases as income decreases, but not to the same extent as Federal grant
programs. Other benefits are slightly related to income. In general, low income stu-
dents are more dependent on support sources external to the family to pay for col-

lege.
Students' expression of concern-about meeting the costs of college increase as

income decreases. Thirty-five percent of the lowest income students indicate concern
about finances compared to five percent of the highest income students.

B. Financial Aid by High School Grades .

There has been increasing interest lately in aiding students who show academic
promise. Table 2 reviews "differences in how freshmen finance their college educa-
tion given different ac4demic performance in higher school. Generally, there is a
positive relationship befween grades and income. But, if receipt of a Pell Grant is

nused as a proxy for need, then the relationship is not very strong because Pell
Grants are evenly distributed among the grade categories he pattern of support by
high school grades is different and somewhat independentof the pattern by income.

Federal aid shows a slight positive relationdhip with grades. The relationship is
not very strong. State, college and private grants show a strong relationship with
grades. Parental support and savings increase as grades increase. ,

Part-time work does not seem to be related to grades. Full-time work is negatively
related but is used by a relatively small proportion of students. Other sources of
support are not related to high school grades. Financial concern is slightly higher
for students with low high school grades.

Part of the difference in these data may be attributed to the fact that students
with higher grades are more likely to attend a higher cost college.

A comparison of the information on aid by income and aid by grades suggests the
following:

The propensity to save is much higher among students with higher high school
grades. Savings behavior does not vary that much by income groups.

State, college, and private grants are sensitive to both grades and income. They
are focused on low income, high ability students.

Parents are less likely to support students in college who received low high school
grades, regardless of income.
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These results suggests that family income and high school grades operate some-
what independently as predictors of how college education is funded.
C Financial Aid by Race

Much of the original impetus for Federal student assistance programs came from
a desfre to provide equal educational opportunity for minority groups. There contin-
ue to be wide differences between majority and minority students in how they fi-
nance college costs. Our data are limited to addressing the diffet'ences between theblack and non-black population. Data on other ethnic and racial minorities are un-
reliable because of limited sample size.

Black students are much more likely to have low income thali non- blacks- Blackstudents make up 24 percent of all students under $10,000 family income and 2.5
percant of those over $50,000. Table 3 describes the difference in the sources of
funds used by the two groups. Black students are less likely to report funds from
parents, part-time work, summer savings, and other savings. Black students are
more likely to report assistance from all Federal sources of aid. The only exception
to this is the GSL program in which,-black and non-black students report equal
shares. Black students have doubled their utilization of GSL's since 1978 while over;all use of GSL's declined in 1982.

Black students are slightly more likely to receive funds from state and institution-al sources. Black students are ako more likely to report assistance. from other
sources. Finally, it is evident that k)bk1, students are more concerned about how
they are going to fund college costs.

It is significant that financial inequities between the races continue. Federal stu-
dent assistfince is more important as a source of roads for black than non-black stu-'
dents.

111. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Student financial assistance is an important part. of how students pay for college.
There are other important partners in the system: Families; institutions, states and
private agencies; and othk incidental sources. The patterns of how students finance
college show considerable differences. This testimony has reviewed the patterns for
different income groups, ability groups, and racial groups.
A. Inflation

The inflation of costs indicates two things. First, because costs did not exceed in-
flation, there is no basis for arguing that increased studeni assistance has caused
inflation in the cost of attendance. Second, because schools have fallen behind infla-

.tion, there is a good possibility that costs of college attendance will exceed the moremodest current level of inflation.
Inflation has resulted in the greateSt redwtion in the value of student aid for the

neediest students. Maximum award levels would almost. have to have doubled from
1974 levels if purchasing power were to be maintained.

The evidence indicates that veterans and Social Security assistance tended' o go
to lower income students. This compounds the reduction in Pell `funding that has
been experienced since 1980. Eligibility for the GSL program has been extended to
the middle income population since 1980. The result is that more students are re-ceiving a relatively smaller subsidy now Than was the case in 1974. Low income stu-
dents have experienced the brunt of this shift in policy combined with inflation.
B. Income and Ability

High ability students, as measured by high school grades, are more likely to re-
ceive aid from state, institutional, and private sources than are lower ability stu-
dents. These programs represent nearly $5.5. billion in financial assistance (Leider,
1983). These funds are also sensitive to income. They are serving lowefftcome, high
ability students.

Federal aid is more income sensitive with a slight bias toward students with
higher grades. This may be due to the fact that students with high grades tend to goto pore costly colleges.

Parents are more likely to provide support for their offspring with high grades
compared to those with low grades, regardless of income. Savings foltow the same
pattern. This may indicate the expectation on behalf-of these families that the child
is likely to attend college, while low achieving high Achool,students do not warrantthe same support.
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C. Race and Student Aid
'Black students in.,..American higher education are at the bottom of the income

scale. Federal student aid is more important to black students than non-blacks. Any
e anges in Federal student aid policy will have nearly twice the effect on black stu-
dents than non-black students_ The biggest change for black students has been the
sharp increase in the utilization of Guaranteed loans. Use has doubled since 1978.
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Table 1
Proportion of Students hided by Family Income

)

,

Parental Assistance/
Gift

Part -time Work
Full-tIme Work
Summer Savings
Other Savings
Spouse

Pell
SEOG
NDSL
GSL
CWS

State Grant
State, College Grant

.institutional Other Private
Private Grant

Other College Loan

G.I. Benefits
Parents G.1.

Other S.S. Benefits
Other Loans
Other

Expression of
Financial Concern

t Source! Freshman Norms, 1982.

$50+

054

$41-
49.9

839

Family Income (in thousands)

$38-
39.9

7011

$25-
29.9

741

$28-
24.9

71I1

$15-
19.9

661

16 24 28
2 2 2

38 45 48
18 22 22

I 1 1

4 7 11
1 2 , 3

1 3 5
9 16 23
3 7 18

5 7 10
6 9 12
S 7 8

2 4 4

1 1 1

I 1 1

1 1 2

3 5
3 1 3

4 9 14

Table 2

$10
14

se

38 31 29
3 3 3

47 44 42
21 28 19

1 2 2

18 28 41
5 7' 9..%.,

8 9 II
28 27 27
11. 15- 16'

15 18 22
13 14 15
8 8 9

4 4 4

1 1 1

1 1 1

2 3 4
5 5 5
3 3 3

2P
3

39

17
2

49
12
Ill'
27

19

24

15
8

4

:
3

16 20 '24 2

Proportion of Students

Source of a+ /a.

741
21

aided by

a-

734
24

High School Grades

Hlgh School Grade Point Average

C

58%
22

13+ 8

719 691
26 26

8-

68%
26

Ci

631
24

Support
Parental Assistance
Part -time Work

Parents, Full-time work 2 2 2 3 3 4 4Self Summer Savings 48 47 44 48 'MI 33 27Other Savings 23 22 20 18 17 15 13
Spdust 1 a 1 1 2 2 2 3

Pell 22 23 24 24 22 24 71
SEOG . 6

6 6 5 5 5 5Federal NDSL 8 8 7 6 5 . 5 5CWS 15 15 13 11 18 9 9GSL 21 21 23 22 20 19 18
State Grant 25 28 16 12 10 II 9State, College Grant 27 19 12 8 7 IS 6Institutional Other Pell Grant 19 12 8 5 4 , 4 3Private Other College Loan 3 3 4 4 3 3 3

f
0.1. Benefits 8 1 1 1 2 3
Parents G.I. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Other S.S. Benefits 3 3 3 3 3 4 3
Other Loans 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Other 5 4 3 3 3 3 4

Expression of Major . 17 18 , 19 17 17 17 18
Financial Concern

Source Freshman Norms, 1982.
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TABLE 3.SOURCES OF FUNDS BLACK, NON-BLACK (1982)

[Percent)

Sources of aid Non.Black Black

Parent aid/gift 69 56

Part-time work 26 17

Full-time work 3 4

Summer saving 41 22

Other saving , 19 10

Spouse . , 2 2

Pell 21 50

SEOG 5 14

NDSL
1

6 10

CWS 11 20

GM. 21 21

State Sch. /Grant 14 17

College Grant 11 14

Other Private Grant , 7 6

Other College Loan 3 4

G.I. benefits 1 2

Parents G.I. benefits 0,
1 2

Social security benefits 3 6

Other loans 4 5

Other 3 4

Major financial concern 17 30

Source. Freshman Norms, 1982.
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STATEMENT OP DR. JOHN B. LEE, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
HUMAN RESOURCES, APPLIED SYSTEMS INSTITUTE

Dr. LEE, The purpose of what I am trying to do here is talk a
little bit about college costs and some of the patterns that different
kinds of students are using to meet those costs. I picked the various
income groups as one of those ways of looking at students. Then I
looked at high school grades because there has been a lot of talk

'lately about how to fund those students with extraordinary prom-
ise in academics and how they might fund their college. Then I
looked at the question of race.

Race was one of the original propositions in the beginnings of the
".student aid programs,' the equal opportunity and I think that to go
back and touch on that base a little bit might prove valuable.

But first of all, let's take a look at chart number one, which is at
the baok of my testimony'. What I have done here is look at the
total federal outlays for all kinds of student financial assistance
and this includes Veterans Administration and Social Security as
well al; the title IV4programs.

The point that I an trying to make here is that when you look at
this in 1982 dollars that overall the Federal effort in support of stu-
dents has been declining since 1976; that was the peak year for the
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Veterans' Administration and it has been declining ever since. You
will also note that the two bar graphs indicate grants and self-help
and you will see the preponderance of grant support which came
out of those programs. You will also see the beginnings'of an in-
crease in the outlays for self-help in the latter years. The line at
the top then represents the total for all the grants and self-help
combined. Included in self-help I put all loans and work study
funds.

.So we see then a pattern of support that has changed over the
last few years. If we look at chart No. 2, we are looking now just at
the title IV programs in 1982 dollars and you see that it has in-
creased over the decade and that it took a particularly sharp in-
crease beginning in 1980. But I would ask you also to note that
1980 was the peak year for grant assistance and since that time the
self-help assistance has started to predominate. So we see a shift
then from the grant assistance as the dominant form of assistance
to loan and work. Most of that, of course, has been through the
guaranteed student. loan program.

But you will also note that in the early years of student financial
assistance and title IV, self-help has always been or Was in the ear-
lier years more predominate thawgrant assistance. So those are
some of the larger trends. Even though the Department of Educa-
tion, the title IV funds, have been increasing in terms of their ap-
propriations and the available funds to students, in the overall pic-
ture,,the Federal effort has been declining. I think looking at the
context of finance's and the total pool of funds that students are
pulling upon maybe gives us a little better picture.

Now, if we move to the question of student financial assistance
and what's been happening to that pattern of assistance over time,
let me note that in 1974, 45 percent of the studentsand I am talk- p
ing about full-time students and the data I am using is based on
freshmen only and they are going to have a little different pattern
then than upperclassmen have in student financial assistance
generally freshmen report more grant assistance than upperclass-
men so that they are going to be slightly different than some of the
other numbers-45 percent of the full-time students received a
grant or loan. The combination of the grants and loans they re-
ceived covered 52 percent of their costs in college costs at that
time. In 1982, 56 percent of thefull-time students reported a grant
or a loan, but it only covered foil each recipient 42 percent of the
cost. So, what we have been doing then is giving more students less
money relative to their college costs. We have been spreading the
subsidy over a larger part of the community. So even thbugh we -
are giving more money out than we did in 1974, it is not buying
each recipient quite as much coverage on his costs of attendanQe.

The second thing that we want to talk about is that-the changes,
both in policy and in inflation, which we faced over this period
from 1974, has had relatively greater impact on lower income stu-
dents. I think that has been mentioned by other of the witnesses. If
you had had a maximum grant, a Pell grant, let's assume, in 1974
of $1,400,, you would have to have a Pell of about $2,700 today.to
purchase the same amount of education.

The effect has been, of course, that the lowest income students
have paid the highest price of this combined effect of policy and in-
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flation. The implication would be that if you wanted to have the
same sort of policy emphasis that you.had in 1974, you would have
a larger maximum Pell grant.

The obvious beneficiaries of this have been the newly eligible
middle income students and you can see that increase ip the guar-

'anteed student loan program, and generally those students in the
middle incomes were able to take advantage of that and move into
the subsidies that were available through the loan programs. So I
think that those are some of the major changes that have been
taking. place in terms of who is receiving assistance and how that
pattern of assistance has been changing over the time.

If we look at table 1 in the testimony we have family income
these are for dependent students then that we are looking, at and
again, these are full-time freshmenwe have 20 different kinds of
assistance down the side and the family income across the top and
then the percentages in each one of the cells indicates the percent-
age of people receiving that aid. So obviously, someone could re-
ceive more than one form of assistance.

What we will note then of course, across the top is that low-
income students receive ore assistance from Federal programs
than higher income stude . By design they are need-based and
you would expect that,

If you look at the guaranteed student loan program, of course,
you see a much stronger proportion of middle income students re-
ceiving assistance from that source.

You 11 notice that parental support drops with income. Again,
you would expect tha't in_the.period. This is for 1982, don't forget.

Part-time work is fetirly 1 stable across income groups. It doesn't
make much difference what family income is but part-time work
seems to be a fairly constant factor. The very highest income tend
to work a little less, but dutside of that you see a fairly constant
propensity to work.

The State, college and private sources are sensitive to income,
but not as sensitive as the Federal dollars. You see them tending to
the lower income populations. Overall then, lower income students
are more dependent on income Sources outside the family to sup-
port their college education.

Take a quick look in that other category, social security benefits,
and I want you to note, because we are going to come back to it,
that the very lowest income families were much more dependent
on social security benefits than other categories. Remember that
that program has now been cut out and those students are being
phased out of that program.

Now, so that's a brief overview of how people are financing their
college education by income.

Let's move to table 2, which is fundamentally the same program,
but, instead of income, we are poking at high school grades across
the top. So froth A to C student,S at the endthere weren't enough,
D students going to college to warrant their inclusion; there were
some, howeverwhat we will note here is very interesting. At least
it was interesting to me and I hope it is to you. First of all, paren-
tal assistance is greater for high school grade students. They are
showing 74 percent of the parents were giving them direct support
versus C students who got 58 percent.
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Now, one would suggest and certainly the commonsipises that
grades are correlated with income; the higher the income, the
higher the high school grades. But please note the Pell rant re-
ceipt of those students by grade. You will notice that it s almost
equal across. That would indicate that there is a fair number of

'low- income students who are receiving high grades in high school
and that there really isn't such a tremendous relationship between
income and high school grades as one might think. There certainly
is a positive relationship, but there are poor and rich alike who are
receiving those kinds of assistance.

We will also notice in the data that savings behaviorit is more
likely that students will draw on savings with high high school
grades than with low high school grades. That pattern then of
family and self support is more sensitiv to the grade point average
in high school than it is to the family come. Now we are,not talk-
ing about how much money they ar aving or how much money
the parents are contributing, but just the fact of whether they
report that or not.

So, indeed, the Federal dollars are somewhat related. Now, in my
estimation, one of the reasons that the Federal student aid ,dollars
are related to grades is that high ability stndentS, students with
high high school grades, ye more likely to go to a more expensive
school. Now college costs tend to 'be higher because of their aca-
demic promise. So that is going to account for some of the differ-
encea in the Feder?1 prograT that you see.

But the thing that I thin; is worth noting is that the State, insti-
tutional, and private grants are highly related to ability. High abil-
ity students, as indicated by their high school grades, are much
more likely to report receiving funds from a State, institutional or
pri4afe source of funding. That's a very strong relationship. You
remember in the previous table that we saw that there was also a
sensitivity in those programs to income. It would appear then that
the State, institutional and private funds are focused both on stu-
dents that have low income and have some academic Promise, as
it's indicated here by the grade point average in high school. You
wilh.notice again that the other benefits, which are relatively
minor, are pretty much evenly distributed among that.

So there really are different patterns of financial assistance from
all sources. If you look at people by their grade point average and
if you look at people by their family income.

Let's take a look at the last chart, table No. 3, which then notes
the same series of sources. of assistance that students report and we
are looking at nonblack and black. Now, let me indicate here for a
moment that because of the sample characteristics I was not able,
with a great deal pf reliability to include information of other
ethnic and racial groups. I think that's a lack in the data and cer-
tainly not due to a lack of interest in looking at those patterns for
lots of olDer people. _

What we note hereand by way of introductionlet m indicate
that blacks still haveas a group, black students in' college e sig-
nificantly lower income. In my data, for example, 24 percent f all
Students under $10,000 in family income were black. Two a d a
half percent of those families over $50,000 were black. So you have
a sort elf a distribution towards low income. So we are looking at
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the racial differences and we are also looking at some fairly, severe
income differences, given the kind of financial need that those stu-
dents are looking at.

What we see is that black students are less likely to receive sup-
port from parent's, from part-time work, and from savings. They
are more likely to receive support from Federal sources of aid.

Let me take a quick stop here. Guaranteed Student Loans is a
very interesting kind of assistance. In 1,978, black students were
half as likely to utilize a GSL as white students. Now there is
equity. The black students are borrowing as much from the guar-
anteed student loan program as white students. So in 4 years there
has been a terrific increase, a doubling, in the,borrowing of black
college students compared just to a few years ago.

So thars been a significant sort of change in the pattern of fund-
ing over the last few years for black students. In other period, it's
been a period when guaranteed student loan borrowing dropped a
little bit overall because of the restrictions that were put on in
terms of income.

Black students-are slightly more likely to receive aid from State,
institutional and private sources, but that's not a very strong kind
of bias. Again, let me note that the social security assistance is
very strongly biased towards recipients wiQo are black stud ts?
again indicating that the social security fundS were going to lower
income students.

Well, what kind of conclusions do we reach looking at these pat-
terns of funding? What sorts of concerns do we have? First of all,
my concern in looking at the data that I have looked at is that the
student who has most affected over the last few years has been the
lowest income student. They have been affected by inflation, they
have been affected by policy changes, including the reduction of
social security and Veterans' Administration, which is outside the
sphere of responsibility, but certainly has had a tremendous impact
on low income students and has magnified the differences that will
come about in the title IV programs.

The other thing that we are noting is that high ability students
are receiving aid from state, institutional and private sources and
that's not an insignificant amount of aid. There's lots of dollars in
that; it's hard to estimate but estimates' that I have seenand I
have not done this research myselfindicate that the6 is $5.5 bil-
lion of aid in those sources. It might be worth looking at that more
closely. But they really are looking at and will be able to fund the
students with some academic promise, as indicated by their high
school grades, according to my research, in that they are covering a
lot of those costs for those students of that sort of promise. It
makes it clear that the parents are making some sort of decision
about which students they.are going to support and how willingly
they are going to support them based 'on their high school grades.

So I think as we look at this question of ability we really are
looking at different patterns of financing for those students and
parents, the students themselves and the States and institutions
are providing more money for those students in general.

The last point that I guess I would like to make is that any
clianges that are made in student financial assistance *grams
are going to have a much greater effect on black students, low-,
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income student3than they are on the majority of the students in
this country beCause of the tremendous dependence that those stu-
dents have on these kinds of external funding sources.

I thank you very much for your time. I would be happy to
answer y questions that may have been raised here.

Mr. ON. First, 'just two very technical questions. On your
table 2, Dr. e, you have "Other Pell Grants." What do you mean
by that?

Dr. LEE. Where?
Mr. SIMON. You have "source of support" and then you have

"Federal," you have "Pell" and so forth, and "State institutions."
Dr. LEE. It should read just "Other grants." The Pell should be

excluded from that.
Mr. SIMON. OK.
Dr. Stampen, what kind of a base did you have? Is this all of the

students at the
Dr. STAMPEN. It's a representative sample of all of the under-

graduate students.
Mr. SIMON. Anil when you say, 11a representative sample," what

are we
Dr. STAMPEN. It's 700 randomly selected students responding to a

telephone interview:
Mr. SIMON. All right.
Now the first question is kind of a basic question. Are we main-

taining access to higher education for students from low-income
families?

Dr. LEE. Other work that I have done would indicate to me that,
no, we are not, that the lowest income studentsindeed, if you
look at their. college going rates, participation rates, which I have
done in some other work and which will looked at a little later by
this subcommittee, it would indicate that there has been some
change, amongst those with the most need,.. in general, and that the
cost and the inflation and the policy have reduced their access.

Dr. STAMPEN. I am oriented to data i at I feel I can rely on, that
we have developed in our student ail 7ttl ient data base and, un-
fortunately, it's not longitudinal. I thin , as John mentioned, there-
is plenty of evidence to show that in constant dollars, aid for stu-
dents peaked in about 1975 and has been sloping down since. Then
in the last few years tuitions have increased faster than inflation.

Well, again, falling back on just our local Madison survey, there
are a number of studentsa percentage bv.t not a high percent-
agewho say that they have postponed college because they could
not afford to attend or they have gone part time because they
cannot afford to attend full time. But, as I saythe simplest ques-
tions are the most difficult to answer accurately.

ob. Dr. PHILLIPS. My reaction is, Mr. Chairman, that that question
reminds me very much of a wonderful story that a previous chair-.

man of this subcommittee told when I was testifying before the
committee under a different condition of servitude several years
ago, and I was advocating the reduction of aid programs to meet
certain criteria established by an administration for which I then
served. He said, "You know, Dr. Phillips, this sounds a little bit
about the story of the lifeguard who spent all day running around
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bringing everybody a little closer to shore, but everybody drowned
anyway."

When I hear John Lee's testimony about more students getting
less money, I think that's kind of what we are doing. We are put-
ting a lot of money in and I don't want to minimize the signifi-
cance of the funds that,are being expended and the taxpayer costs
that are involved here. But the fact of the matter is, we are falling
further and further short of any kind of reasonable manageability
of financial burden, particularly, if you are interested in access to
independent colleges as well as the lowest priced community colleg-
es.

, Mr. SIMON. If I could follow up with your testimony on that ques-
tion. You say that we found "a dramatic decline in the number of
undergraduate aid recipients from families with appal incomes in
the range between $6,000 and $24,000. Indegd from 1979 to 1980 to
1981-82 independent higher education experienced a' 39-percent de-
crease of student aid recipients from that family income range." I
am underscoring my use of the word "recipients." What you do not
say, but what you imply is that, in fact, these people are not going
to your schools. Is my assumption correct? Do you follow the dis-
tinction I am making?

Dr. PHILLIPS. Oh, yes. The student aid recipient data bank,
which, in order to get counted in there, you have to apply for stu-
dent aid and you have to be a recipient of some kind of assistance.
What happened was that in the two surveys between 1979-80 and
1981-82 the number of people that received aidthere was an
enormous shifting out of that broad income range.

The fact of the matter is that we also suffered an overall enroll-
ment decline and we suspect that the correlation between those
who lost student aid and those who declined to come to our colleges
is very stronglike 100 percent.' I think that's really the final issue
that we are going to ask you to think about in the next few months
as you prepare for reauthorization.

Incidentally, I do have some tables that I can submit to the mem-
bers of the committee right now that sort of outline in more clear
detail what I have stated generally in my testimony so you can see
the answer to that question.

See, the student aid recipient data bank ia.106,000 hard copy stu-
dent records from a sample of colleges and universities all over the
country. It's a 1 in 10 sample of everybody that applies for student
aid at those colleges. So we can project that on a national basis.
What it really comes down to is that we had very large total num-
bers in these tables that show that literally 30,000 or 40,000 stu-
dents simply dropped out df the system because they couldn't get
aid.

Bnt if you would like to have those tables, I would be glad to
submit them.

[Information referred to above follows:]
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF UNDERGRADUATE AID RECIPIENTS BY PARENTAL ADJUSTED GROSS

INCOME

(Enrollments o 500 or more]

Palatial adjusted gross Income

4'

Estimated number, of
icdpients

Percent of total recipeeiRts Percent of 'total
undergraduate headcount

ennliment
1979-80 1981-82

1979-80 1981-82
1919-80 198142

Dependent:

Under $6,000 19,000 18,000 1.6 7.8 4.5 4.3

$6,000 to $12,000 152,000 84,000 14.5 8.4 8.6 4.1

$12,000 to $14,000- 163,000 95,010 15.5 9.5 9.2 5.3

$18,000 to $240M 178,000 122,111 16.9 12.2 10.0 6.8

$24,000 to $30,000 135,000 136,110 12.9 13.6 7.7 7.6

$30,000 to 536,000 66,000 .98,0 i ! 6.2 9.8 3.7 5.5

Over $36,000 it 50,000 128,000 4.8 12.8 2.9 1.1

Income unknown 19,000 135,000 1.6 13.5 4.5 1.5

Total dependent recipients 901,000 815,000 8 81.6 51.1 48.8

Independent, all incomes 141,000 124,000 14.0 12.4 8,3- 6.9

Total undergraduate recipients 1,048,000 999,000 100.0 100.0 59.4 55.7

I Num* may not total due to rounding.

DEPENDENT UNDERGRADUATE AID RECIPIENTS: REPORTED PARENTAL INCOMES (COMBINED)

(In percent]

FA
1979

Fall

1981

Student characteristics:

Sex:

Male 47.8 45.4

Female 52.1 54.5

Racial/ethnic characteristics:

Black 12.8 1.1

Hispanic 5.1 3.7

Asian/Pacific Islander 4.0 1.2

American/ askan Indian .4 .2

White 69.5 74.9

Unreported .9 12.9

Academic level:

Freshman 32.4 32.3

Sophomore 26.8 28.4

Junior
P

21.9 20.6

Senior vre 19.9 18.1

5th year .9 ,6

Average age 19.3 19.8,

Registration status:

Full time 98.6 97.2

Part time 1.3 J
Other

local residence:'

A -1 2.1

On campus 71.4 69.9

Off campus (in community) 8.0 9.2

At family home 20.6 20.9
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RECIPIENTS RECEIVING AID BY MAJOR SOURCE OF FUNDS'

Source of Funds

Percent of Recipients
receMng aid

1919-80 1981 -82

Mean doilar amounts perrent
1919-80 1981-82

Pell Grant (BEOG) 66.3 52.6 $914 $940

SEOG 31.3 21.9 694 744

State (need-based) 47.2 41.7 1,344 1,210

Institutional (need-based) 45.2 54.5 1,196 1,424

CW-S (Federal, State institutional, off campus) 48.3 58.1 811 904

NOSIL 43.0 34.2 801 923

FISL/GSL 23.5 3.3 1,181 2,264

TRENDS IN THE,PELL GRANT PROGRAM AND ENROLLMENTS AT INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES FROM 1179-80 TO 1981-82

1919-80 1980-81 1981-82

Pell dollars $614,044,860 $569,868,006 $506,438,221

Recipients 569,560 551,309 513,236 :
Undergraduates 1,764,000 1,818,000 _1,794,000

Average award $1,018 $1,034 $981

Percent of all undergraduates with Pell grants 32.00 30.00 29.00

1919-80 to

1980-81 (1

year)

1980-81 to

1981-82 (1

year)

1919-80 to

1981-82 (2
,years)

Change in total Pell dollars -$44,116,855 -$63,429,719 -$101,606,633
Percent change in Pell dollars -1.20 -11.10 -17.50
Change in number of recipients 18,250 -38,073 -56,324
Percent change in number of recipients -3.20 -6.90 -9.90
Change in undergraduate enrollment 54,000 -24,000 30,000

,Percent change in undergraduate enrollment 310 -1.30 130

ALL DEPENDENT UNDERGRADUATE AID RECIPIENTS: 1979-80 and 1981-82

1919-80 1981-82

Average

dollar
.amounts

Percent of
total

expenses

Average
dotter

amounts

Percent of
total

expenses

Student expenses:

A. Tuition and tees $3,411 58.9 $4,114 58.0

B. Room and board 1,553 26.8 1,938 26.9

C. All other budgeted expenses 830 14.3 1,099 15.2

Total student expenses 5,800 100.0 1,211 100.0

Grants/parental contributions:

Expected parental contributions 1,463 25.2 1,540 21.4

Need-based grants:

Pell grants (BEOG) 668 11.5 494 6.9

Supplemental grants (SEOG) 208 3.6 201 2.9

State grants (including SSIG) 610 10.5 514 8.0

Institutional grants 564 9.1 117 - 10.8

Total needbased grants 2,050 35.3 2,053 28.5

Subtotal 3,513 60.6 3,592 49.9
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ALL DEPENDENT UNDERGRADUATE AID RECIPIENTS: 1979-80 and 1981-82Continued

. 1979-80 1981-82

Average
dollar

atnounts

Percent of
total

expel).*

verage

a 3

Percent of

fiPenses

Sett -help '-

Student employment

College work-study (CW-S) 318 5.5 402 5.6
State/institutional rrk programs 61 1.0 123 1.7

Total student employment 319 6.5 525 7.3

Student loam 1.

National direct student loans (NDSL) 334 5.8 316 4.4
Guaranteed student loans (FISUGSL) 354 6.1 1,201 16.8
Institutional loans 15 0.2 20 .2

Total student loans 103 12.1 1,543 21.4

Expected student con4klions 720 12.4 912 12.7

Subtotal 1,802 31.1 2,980 41.4

Other aid: Aid from all other sources' 1,381 6.6 604 . 8.4
Total student resources 5,698 98.9 7,177 99.7

Balance (total resourcestotal expenses) 104 1.8 34 .4

Oiher aid includes grants, loans and work from other federal, state, Institutional and private sources.

Mr. SIMON. Yes, they will be included in the record.
Dr. PHILLIPS. I am sorry that I didn't submit them in advance,

but they are available.
Mr. SIMON. If I may follow through, what we are talking about

is, of those who do not receive assistance in your schools, we are
talking about some who may drop out of cbllege entirely and we
are talking about an increasing economic segregation of American
higher education.

Dr. PHILLIPS. No, as a matter of fact, if you put this ihto the per-
spective, say, of the last 10 years, I was interested, in preparinglifor
this panel discussion this morning, in the mid-1970's-1976, 1977,
1978there was a good deal of talk, you may recall, about, "Gee,
the middle income squeeze. If you are poor, you can get a large
amount of aid and go to a public college or even to private college.
If you are very rich, of course, you can do that, but there's this ter-
rible segregation that is going on."

So our response to that was the Middle Income Student Assist-
ance Act of 1978, which was a very clear indication of a new di-
mension of Federal policy, which was to deepen and widen the
amounts of money available to low income and make some money
available to middle income to keep that segregation from occur-
ring.

But now what's happened after 5 years of fairly steady erosion
you know, the first year after MISA was 1979-80, which is the first
year I reported in my testimony, and yoir have a steady erosion
from 1979 =81M04981-82 and I am sure we are going to find compa-
rable further erosion for 1983-84, and you are now in danger of
having a resegregation along the lines that we were in danger of
having in the mid-1970's before MISAA.
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Mr. SIMON. Thank you. I am going to defer my further questions
to my colleague's questions. .

Before I do that, our staff director and counsel has pointed out
that in the audienCe is Dr. Clinton Marsh, the president of Knox-
ville College and that happens to be the school that Bud Blakey at-
tended. For that reason, Dr. Marsh, we are pleased to have you
here.

Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Really, I guess I

want to follow up to a certain degree with your line of questioning
of Dr. Phillips. On page 2, you indicate that many of the needy stu-
dents who sought to attend independent colleges and universities
suffered so greatly they were forced to relinquish their basic educa-
tional aspirationS. Did they not go to school or did they go to public
institutions? Do you have any evidence or is that impossible to
obtain?

Dr. PHILLIPS. Well, we know that they didn't go to our schools.
The reason I didn't say for sure whether they dropped out is that
enrollment in the public sector held about steady` last year. If I re-
member correctly, it averaged out about an "even-Steven" situa-
tion and so our/suspicion is that significant numbers of them were,
in effect, guided or forced into an alternate educational study pro-
gram that was' not the one that they were either enrolled- in previ-
ously or that they hoped to participate in because of the competi-
tive advantage that accrues to public programs by reason of a tax
subsiidy at the State and lOcal level.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you.
Dr. PHILLIPS. Naw, how many and what proportion are simply

''doing that temporarily until they can recover the resources neces-
sary to go back to an independent college, how many have now en-
tered into the world of work and are therefore swelling the ranks
of the unemployed or whatever, it's just hard for us to track every-
body.

We have tried to do studies in individual cases. I know there was
one college in the Midwest that suffered a 16-percent drop in its
first-time, full-time enrollment. They tried to track these students
who had applied and normally had beenand under normal cir-
cumstances would have accepted acceptance, if you see what I
mean, and most of them said they were going down the street to
the community college that was nearby.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Both you and Dr. Lee brought up some statistics
about the percentage of cost provided for by the students. You indi-
cate that the contribution by the student averaged more than 40
percent of total educational expense. I assume that's for private
schools.

I think, Dr. Lee, you had that students today have 52 percent of
their costs from assistance, which would mean that they have 4
percent on the other side.

Based on all of your studies is there any proper or reasonable
level of assistance that determines when a student will attend or
will not attend that affects attendance at that school. I mean, do
we have to provide 50 percent, do we have to provide 60 percent of
the assistance? What level of assistance' percentage-wise do we
have to provide before it affects enrollment?

4
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Dr. PHILLIPS. Well, I think it varies tremendously by income
level. I mean, you know, people in the higher income levels have
better access to loans. They can rely to a larger extent on self-help,
including family contributions, student contributions, loans and
work without adversely affecting their educational promise be-
cause, as John Lee pointed out, they are starting with a little
firmer academic base normally, you know, statistically,

Where you get into the problem is that, you know, for the lowest
income student coming from what we used to call in the Johnson
years, "a disadvantaged background," for heaven's sake, of 20 per-
cent self -help could be too much in that kind of a circumstance.

One thing I think we should remember is that there is a state-
ment in Federal law in the Higher Education Act adopted in 1980
that the whole purpose of these student aid programs is to hold the
percentage of self-help down to 25 percent. There is a provision
right in the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended in 1980,
that sayp, "It is 'the pu ciaose of the Pell grant and the SEOG and
SSIG and parental contributions to make up 75 percent of the
total," so that you are lin _ring the student to a maximum self-help,
on average, of 25 percent from work and loans and their own stu-
dent savings. The thing thSt is distressing is here is a statement of
basic Federal policy which you only put into place 3 years ago, and
we have never come close to that and, as a matter of fact, we are
going backward. The percentage of self-help is increasing every
yehr under current policy.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Dr. Lee.
Dr. LEE. Certainly, the research on this topic has been tarried

out and the result sort of suggests that it is a domplicated problem.
Unfortunately, I am not an economist and can only determine a
little bit about what some other people have done. First of all, the
cost of college is a complicated sort of idea. Obviously, there arethe direct costs to the studentwhatever the tuition- and the cost
of board and roomthere's the foregone incomefor example, in aperiod of high unemployment some people hypothesize that some-
one Who otherwise would be in the job market is more likely to
enroll in school, especially a public college. So the cost is not just
the direct most, but the income that you give,up in order to go.

The third part of the cost is, how much money are you going to
make.or what are gokrig to be your returns to education in the long
run? Is it a sound economic decision? If you go to college, you plan,
you are going to have a certain amount of income' and a certain
amount of benefits in life versus not going to college. Some people
have been arguing that those costs have been closing, that there is
less return to education now than there was 15 or 20 years ago or
30 years ago.

So when you are talking abou-t&st you are really talking about
a complicated set of interrelated sort of judgments that a person is
meeting. Student financial aid affects one of those costs and that's
the direct cost. Do I have eno h money to go right now?

Now what we know that direct cost sort of idea is that low-
income people are much more sensitive to the cost of education, as
one would assume without a lot of expensive studies than are
higher income folks. Those people that have closed the door, that
is, those who have said, "I am not interested in college," student
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aid is not going to make much difference at all. If you don't want
to buy a product, a price reduction in that product isn't going to
necessarily convince you to buy or see the value of? -

So there is a middle kind of range of student that sort of is
asking himself wheTher he should or shouldn't, you know that kind
of indecisive, on the margin, that student aid seems to make the
most difference on.

There's another point. If the rice is going to be reduced by stu-
dent financial assistance, it s ems clear from some of the .things
that are starting to hippen p w that that student needs to be able
to count ton that money 3 and 4 years in advance of making that
decision because they have to make some academic decisions. We
saw the relationship between high school effort and college and the
kind-of assistance and the kind of finahcial package they had.

If a student who is very poor knows that the parents can't come
acrdss with that kind of money, starts to make some academic deci-
sions in high school well before that senior year in college, that if
all of a sudden you put $3,000 or $4,000 or $5,000 on the table, it
may well be too late because that kid has made a decision when he
was 13, 14, 15 years old, which will make it more difficult for them
to then step across that invisible boundary into college when they
are 18 or 19. . /

So maybe some of the effort that we ought to be focusing on is
this information and how do we let people know early on that they
can count on this.assistance.

Mr. GUNDERSON. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Harrison.
Mr. HARRISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to con-

gratulate the panel. I think you have done some remarkable re-
search here and certainly illuminated me. I would like to pursue
one avenue, that came from my limited experience as a part:time
teacher in a SPLAC over the last 13 years.

Perhaps what I heard from Dr. Lee means that on the hTsis of
your research, my impression is not true and I hope that is the
case. It was my experience that kids from lovier income families
frequently came to college less well prepared for the work because
they had been exposed to a high school environment or a learning
environment which didn't prepare them as well for college. They
were also the ones who were most dependent on large part-time or
full-time employment, which decreased the amount of time they
had to do what you go to colltVe for, which is schoolwork. This had
an impact on the quality -of:_ education, their access to graduate
school and all the rest of it. Is that borne out by your research?

Dr. LEE. Certainly, the research indicates that full-time employ-'
ment while someone is in schpol is negatively related to almost ev-
erything, that that sort of tithe commitment to work.is negatively
related to their success in school. Part-time workI didn't look at
part-time work in terms of .h9w successful they were in college. All
I am doing is looking at people in one time point and saying that
they tend to work pretty much regardless of income or ability.
There have been some studies that have looked at the effect of
work on retention and, as I iecall those results, there isn't any real
relationship. If anything, students who work tend to do a little
better in terms of staying ih school. But I have never seen any evi-
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dence that would inOlicate that those students find that a problem
and are dropping out in greater proportion.

Dr. PHILLIPS. I might say parenthetically that I hope you had agood experience teaching at King's. College and since it's an
NAICU member institution, we want you to feel 'kindly toward us.I think really you are touching on one of the great flaws of cur-
rent rhetoric and discussion. You knqw, last year7--the administra-tion has expressed som-e mystification as to why the higher educa-
tion community didn't jump at the opportunity to have a $300 mil-
lion increase in work study. Now, aside from the fact that they
were proposing to deduct that from other areas of the budget, the
plain truth of the matter is that we are reaching a saturation point
on the cost-effectiveness of work. If youare really interested in ex-
cellence in education, and successful pursuit of college education,
for healiehis sake, most of the kids in independent colleges are
working an average of 18, 19 hours a week already. What in the
world is going to be gained by having them Work full time and ne-glect their Studies and we just end up with mass-pi-odured medioc-
rity all over again. So I think you are right on t button whenyou suggest that we need to notand we need t particularly
careful about overburdening low incotne students o are working,perhaps, with less advantaged academic backgrounds when they
come to colleges, whatever college.

Dr. STAMPEN. Approximately a quarter of the students in this re-
source and expenditure survey say_that work was hampering their
studies. So that's a number on that subject.

Mr. HARRISON. Thank you very much. Dr. Phillips, you have
been checking up on me, I think. I just want to associate myself
with your remarks. I belie0 there is no particular advantage in
just being cable to say as a nation, "We have so many million kids
in school." The question is, What are they learning in school? And

. if we then require them to work to pay the bill to get there andaril don't get that much out of it, what have we, as a countrygained?
Dr. PHILLIPS. That's exactly right.
Mr. HARRISON. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Packard.
Ttx

PACKARD..1C- ACK ARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Carrying out Mr. Harrison's thought a little bit further, have

any of your studies dealt with the results after they have left
school to compare those who have received a 'considerable amount-.
of assistance, those who have worked part-time, and those who
have supported themselve's through school? Have you seen any dif-
ference in their performance after,they hive left school,,after they
have graduated and gone out into the marketplace?

Dr. LEE. I have nothing on that.
Mr. PACKARD. No research to determine if there is a different

performance level from one group to another in terms of---
Dr. PHILLIPS. There hasn't been the kind of systematic, I guess

what you would call linear study that tracks graduates through the
point of graduation through 10 years and their income and emelloy-
ment history and all that sort of thing, although some studies are
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underway to try to catch up with those issues and they are matters
of deep concern to a number of State as well as Federal legislators.

But, you know, I hope somewhere along the line we are going to
develop a little bit of care and caution with how we throw around
these words "excellence" and "quality," and that we not start im-
posing a kind oft grim expectation that the only value of a college
education is if you can immediately step into a high income job. and
you can keep that job and so on.

It seems to me that there are two things that need to be said in
response to your inquiry. One is the concept of quality as value
added, that you have to take students where you find them out of
high school, whether they are coming from California or Minnesota
or New York or Pennsylvania or wherever, and whatever their
Vackground is.

The purpose of college is to add value, to get them ready for
some kind of a" life that's productive and successful. I am -wry
much concerned that we could start 'to say, "Well, you know, every-
body has got to meet the same margin of excellence, everybody has
got to meet the same qualitative standards, that the only purpose
of these programs is to make sure that people do A, B, and C ac-
cording to some kind of sort of tested standard.

It does seem to me that we also have to be exceedingly careful
about this business of saying, "Well, a college degfee has got to
translate into a job in order to be of value." It seems`-to me that if
we haven't learned anything else in the last few years, we surely
'should be able to)see the pace of technology and certainly coming
from your State, you have seen the effects of technology, in terms
of outmoding this kind of employment and suggesting whole new
areas of employment. What we need more than ever is supple,
well- trained, 1 thoughtful minds and the capacity to reach out to
new opportunities as they develop, and not to insist that a college
degree has to translate into an immediate economic return to the
individual.

If we now turn our attentions away from the broad, general edu-
cation, which we all need to survive in an increasingly technical
and sophisticated world and suggest to people now that we have
got to measure their out of college success in terms of, did they im-
mediately get employment, did they immediately get income or did
they get a job in the field for which they were prepared and so bn,
I think we are all really going to be hurting the fundamental con-
cepts of equal opportunity about which these {programs really
should be mainly concerned.

Mr. PACKARD. Of course, all of that needs to be balanced with a
concept of, what we are teaching them. Sometime ,we help our chil-
dren as parents in the worst way. We try to help Them, but in the
process we actually prevent them from learning some of the deeper
and more important concepts in terms of performance and commit-
ment I wondered if there were any studies that would evaluate
'whether this process of helping them to get an education has its
down sides as well as its positive sides or whether they come out
somewhat equal in terms of commitment, dedication, job perform-
ance, and so forth. Apparently, there is no research that has been
done on tlitiat.

(- - -
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Dr. LEE. The National Center for Education Statistics does have
data sets which are longitudinal and would allow one to, in retro-
spect, look at what kind of assistance people got, starting in 1972,
and then finding out what sort of jobs and what sort of family situ-
ations and what they were doing later on, and you could look at
student aid as one of the factors that might be done ori that. But,
as far as I know, no one has done such a study. But it is very much
a doable study.

Dr. STAMPEN. There's a study, "High School and Beyond, 1980."
Just one comment, helping to put student aid in perspective and

I cite a rec ?nt book by Alexander Astin entitled, "Minorities in
American Higher Education: Recent Trends." It's w1980 book with
Joe C. Bass. One of the big questions about student aid beyond the
distribution system, how effectively it is distributed, is: Has it made
a difference? IIas it brought new people into higher education?

Astin's evidence maybe helps put this into perspective. If you
took 100 whites, blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American In-
dians and then found that the percent graduating from high school
in 1978, you would have 83 percent of whites graduating, 72 of
blacks, 55 percent of Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and American Indi-
ans. Percentages entering college: 38 percent of the whites would
enter college; 29 percent of the blacks; 22 percent of the Chicanos;
25 percent of the. Puerto Ricans; and 17 percent of the American
Indians.

Percent graduating from college: 23 percerit of the whites; 12 per-
cent of the blacks; 7 percent of the Chicanos; 7 percent of the
Puerto Ricans; and 6 percent of the American Indians.

Now this is 1978. This is just after the student aid programs
really started rolling. Now, Astin's estimate about thisI mean,
that looks pretty bleak, but Astin's estimate about this is that mi-
nority college freshmen has increased between 50 and 100 percent
between the midsixties and the midseventies. So in perspective
there is a big impact, but no means is the job completed. This is
sort of the level of focus for many of the questions about student
aid.

Mr. PACKARD. Let me ask one more question in that same gener-
al theme, only instead of projecting beyond the graduation, let me
pull it ba& into the college and university experience.

I would assume you would have some statistics on those who
enter school receiving various .degrees of help, compared to those
who don't receive help. What do the statistics show in terms of
completion, graduation apd entry into a field from the university

comparison to the dropout ratios?
Dr. LEE. From the things that I have looked at, when you con

or family income and background and other variables which a ect
/1 completion, there is really not that much difference betwe the

two aided and unaided groups. It's slightly to the advan ge of
those receiving student financial assistance in terms of completion
of units and years.

But there are lots of other factors which influence that besides
aid.

Mr. PACKARD. I understand that.
Dr. PHILLIPS. There's one other comment that might be relevant

to answering your question and that is that over the years, consist-
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ently, the completion -rates for low income and especially minority
students have been significantly higher in independent colleges
than in public colleges.

I don't know whether that relates to your concern about values
and commitments and so on or not. I mean, that is sort of hard to
pin down. But that's.been consistently true for, I guess, the last 10
years, in the studies that have been done by the American -Council--
on Education. But, again, that's between independent and -public
and you are dealing with the same studentsrecipients of student
aid, minorities, and it doesn't address t e issue of between those
two groups.

Mr. PACEARD. Thank you, Mr. Chai man.
Mr. SIMON. Thaiik you.
Mr. Penny.
Mr. PENNY. Mk. Chairman, in each instance the panelists have

touched on the Student loan programs. Dr. Phillips mentioned on
page 2 of his t
more heavily o
debt burden w
lege and unive
doubled betw n 1979-80 and 1981-82 and the average GSL. bor-
rowing climbed to $2,264." Dr. Stampen said, "As incomes rise in
the forms of loanloans are increasingly relied on." And in Dr.
Lee's testimony be mentioned that, "An increasing° proportion of
the- Department's studept aid resources are now directed toward
aid programs where student assume an obligation in return for
that aid, either earning those dollars through work or repaying
through loans,"

I would like a little more detailed discuSsion from each of the
Panelists, if they would, on the adequacy of the guaranteed student
loan program. I know that that question can be far reaching b:k,
cause you can talk about access to various income categories or suf-
ficiency of the capital for those loans per year, debt load, interest
rates, repayments, procedures, the whole thing.. But it seems to me
that, perhaps, each of you have a bit of a different perspective on
the adequacy of those GSL's and I would like-to hear from you on
that.

Dr. PHILLIPS. Well, if you want to me start off, going back to the
basic analysis I provided for you in the testimony about the uncov-
ered costs, the costs that are not covered by Er Pell grant, having
increased from $3,500 to $7,100, while the maximum guaranteed
student loan has stayed constant at $2,500, you can quickly and
easily see that the business of access to capital is a crucial issue for
independent higher education.

The beginnings of the parent loan program have helped to offset
the liznitationb under GSL borrowing, but, you know, now we Pare
starting to run into inadvertent consequences of other governmen-
tal action here. I understand that last night the Ways and Means
Committee passed out a tax bill which will put a state cap on tax-
exempt bonds and within the cap are student loan tax-exempt
bonds. So the effort to supplement the GSL program, as, for exam-
ple, Mr. Chairman, in the State of Illinois and, I believe, Also in the
State of Minnesota,',will suddenly be hammered by a federally im-
posed state cap in which student loan bond authorities wilt have to

stimony that, "Independent college students rely
Guaranteed Student Loans and the concomitant

ich that involves. The number of independent col-
sity students participating in the GSL programs has
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compete with other tax-exempt bond authorities within a fixed
limit in order to get funding for student loans. So we are kind of
getting hit from all sides here.

The cost is going up at a rapid rate. The unfunkd cost is going
up, as I said,., dramatically, yet we are stuck with limitations on
both the availability of existing loans and the development of alter-,

------nate-or-etipplem4ntftl-loan-prograrne-which irt-addTess-
lem.

So I think it's another dimension which you are quite right in
calling to the attention -of the full committee of an increasingly se-
rious set of problems, particularly for those who are trying to fi-
nance $9,000 and $10,000 costs at an independent college,

Mr. PENNY. Dr. Stampen.
Dr. STAMPEN. Yes. Well, in the results of our public higher edu-

cation student aid study, which has a basic sample of 12,000 stu-
dent records and is designed to project onto total student aid recipi-
ents in public higher education. Equal amounts of aid are in the
form of grants and loans, and that's sort of the basic profile of stu-
dent aid in public higher education.

Over the last couple of years I have been on a task force for the
University of Wisconsin system where we hare been looking at
very recent developments and the one concern in that State is that
loan part is growing a lot faster than the grant part. The reason
for concernwell, there are several bases for it, but one of them is
vulnerabilityvulnerability in terms of the nature of the GSL pro-

am itself. At the moment there are considerable incentives for
banks to continue lending; there are not a lot of other borrowers.
That could turn around rather quickly. As the economy recovers,
there could be a lot of other people competing for the banks money
and the situation could change rather quickly.

Also, of course, there is a little concern about a trend where aid
comes increasingly in the form of loans. One analogy from the past
in terms of Federal support for educational programs would be the
facilities programs of the sixties. It started in the form of grants
and then they turned into loans and then they phased out on inter-, est subsidies for loans.

The GSL prograinle a.terribly interesting development. It's frus-
trating to the Federal Government, no *doubt, because they are
spending an awful lot on interest subsidies and things like that
Ybu know, there are statistics like it costs 60 cents to'lend a dollar,
you know, and float it around.

On the positive side, though, according to Dallas Martin, a figure
I got from himhe's the head of the Student Financial Aid Offi-
cers Associationhe points out that for every Federal dollar, every
Federal dollar draws 10 private', dollars and that's where the bulk
of the GSL money comes from.

So, one thing I would just target for concern is what happens if
other people start putting pressure onstart coming forward with
more attractive offers to borrow from banks, what happens to stu-
dent access to that kind of capital?

Dr. LEE. I have got a lot of thoughts about GSL as I guess every-_
one does: but let's kind of put it into perspective by suggesting first
of all that the policy premise of eligibility is that somehow4here is
some financial need, that the family has some sort of need and
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they are eligible for 'the subsidy. Obviously, if the kid is a freshman ,,
in college and borrows $1,000 and there is a 10-percent subsidy,
which is conservative right now, that means that by the time the
kid finishes that the Ggvernment has already paid $400 toward
that person's loan; that's, the subsidy to that person as opposed to
the market rates at 10 'Oercent. So we really have then at that
point a choice. Is it better to give the kid $1,000 loan or a $400
grant? That's the kind of 1/1019hat you could make in a tradeoff.

Now, wha should not take loans? I don't think risky students
ought to take loans. What I find in a lot of the work is that risky
students are often times risky financially and they are risky educa-
tionally, as some of the comments today have indicated. That kid is

I not going to get the same sort of return to education. They may
drop out of college perhaps or perhaps they will not complete the
program that they started. So, now they have taken on this liabil-
ity. On the assumption that they were going to improve their
income flow, and they made an investment in themselves by taking
a loan, which; 'indeed, is, in many instances, a wise idea. But if
that's a risk and you don't complete that program, your income
flow is not going to be much different and you are still going to be
saddled with that tA to pay off.

So .I don't think loans are a good idea for low income students. I
would really like to see us make that money available to them in
grants to those educationally risky students who are not too sure if
they are going to make it or not, but they are going to give it a try.
Now some of them are going to make it and some of them aren't. I
would rather put the public subsidy in the form of the grant and
not a loan. -

Now for the middle income student who is going to John Phillip's
college over here-

Dr. PHILLIPS. Now, now, now, let's not be perjorative.
Dr. LEE. Not perjoratively. But those students who are facing

high costs, whose family income is stable perhaps, but certainly not'
going to be adequate to meet the $10,000 or $15,000, in some in-
stances now, that some of the more expensive schools are costing,
or even a $4,000 or $5,000 public college. Now the loan makes a lot
of sense for that student who is not educationally risky and who

,has a good chance for completion.
But we also have to think a lot about what we are doing. We are

saying that you get the loan on the basis of the need of your
family, but their need is. So what we are doing is we'are changing
what traditionally in this country has- been that the current work-
ing population, either through their personal commitment or
through the tax system are going to subsidize the cost of students
currently in college and if we keep moving and this GSL becomes
as massive a program as it promises, we are really shifting that
basic kind of underlying premise, and we are saying, "No, the cur-
rent working community is not liable for the cost of education,
whether you do it through the tax system or through your ersonal
income. Were going to put it aff into the future. We are going to
make the future generation pay for their own education.' think '44
that just at a very fundamental level that that really is a basic
shift in kind of how- we think aboutseducation and how we think
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about families end how we think about who is responsible for
whom in this s iety.

So I gue,s where I really come out of that is to say, yes, GSL is a
good addition, a way to help make the last piece that you have to
have to get to the school that you want to go to that makes-sense
to you educationally. But I don t think it should be the cornerstone
of the student aid policy program that we have. I think it ought to
play a different role and I think the rate at which we have been #
moving in the last 3 years, it' is rapidly becoming the central piece
in thg student financial aid program and I think there are some
real grave consequences if we continue in that direction.

Dr. PHILLIPS. If I could just come back and underscore the things
that Jay and John have both said.

First of all, I want to point out that there are a lot of middle
income students at Winona State and the University of Minneso--ta--

Dr. LEE. Sure. Absolutely.
Dr. PHILLIPS [continuing:] And we are not the only providers to

middle income. But look, to try to summarize in a way that might
be h.lpful to the reauthorization process, i really think the point
that these gentlemen have raised about a very, very careful and
comprehensive, paired comparison as to the total, both financial
and social costs of grants versus loans, is as high a priority item as
I could urge you to undertake.

It seems to me that you have got three central reasons as to why
the loan programs need to be reappraised in terms of an alternate
to grant aid. One is the cost to the Government. My hunch is if you
really sit down and do it, it's not 60 cents on the dpflar, it's higher.
You may end up finding when.you get all, done with the collection
costs and everything else, it costs the Government more money in
the long run to loan a dollar than it does to give it away.

Second, I think the point that has been made _about the accumu-
lating debt burdenone thing that we haven't talked about this
morning is graduate education. I can remember that not that many.
years ago people talked about a negative dowry of $10,000 whenit
you go and get married. Well, you know, you don't get married
now; you have to sign a pre-marital agreement to cover that
$30,000 of loans, if you have the misfortune to go to a high-cost
graduate school. The debt burden is getting to be a crushing kind
of disincentive to undertake education and a very difficult thing to
handle in the world of work.

Finally, the most important point that Jay made I think is really
something that we all need to catch up with. I have serious reser-
vations and doubts about the continuing availability of capital to
support the GSL program, if it continues to expand at the rate that
it is now going.

I think that if you get Ed Fox up here he will tell you that it's
going to be hard to keep up with the capital requirements of that
program, if it keeps going at the current rate.

So for all three reasons, it seems to me that that's as high a pri-
ority question as you could address in these hearings.

Mr. PENNY. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Owens.
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Mr. OWENS. I want to join with my colleagues in congratulating
you in doing a very thorough job in analyzing and dissecting the
student aid question.

I have two questions. One is do you have anyit might be here
and I haven't seen itdo you have any statistics, any studies,
which deal with the percentage of family income invested in, col-
lege educationthe poor family, for instance, and the strain on
them in terms of the percentage. of their income that is invested in
making that small contribution, however small the contribution
might bea $500 parent contribution from a family with a $12,000
income and two or three children to support is quite a burden for
that family to bear. You might say, "Well, that's a question for
social workers and family counselors, but not educators." However,
I think it has a direct bearing on the question of the number of
low-income students, and certainly black students, who drop out of
college before they complete. It's not always a matter of their in-
ability to deal with the situation in terms of academic achieve-
ment. It's often a matter of the strain on the family is too great
and they can'tthey don't want to do it any further.

It also is a question that becomes important in S tes like New
York and other places where the question of indepen t students
and aid which flows to independent students being so ch greater
and more expensive for the State. Thete was a situ in 2 or 3
years ago in New York State where any student t declared
themselves independent was sort of looked upon as a suspected
criminal. You know, you are trying to escapeyour family is
trying to escape from meeting their responsibilities. And yet, in a
family where the strain is considerableyou know, they put forth
the effort but the strain is so great that it would probably be wise
in many cases to encourage students to become independent or de-
clare themselves independent.

Is there any data or any observations that you have in that area?
Dr. LEE. A couple of remarks. To your first question, when we

looked at the effects of inflation on family purchasing power in this
country over the last few years, indeed, overall, average income
has dropped, so we are less wealthy as a country now than we were
a few years ago, even though we have more dollars in our pocket.

The effects of that inflation were harsher for the lower income
community than the higher income Community. The higher income
community can hedge itself against inflation more easily than
those who are living pretty much out of pocket. The family pur-
chasing power for the lowest income people in this country is lower
now than it was 5, 6, 7 years ago.

. So when they go to purchase education for their children, they,
indeed, have less money to draw on now than they did previously.
Student aid has not taken that kind of thing into consideration, I
don't think.

So, yes, low income students, if you look at the cash out of
pocket, the money you have to come up with, our research indi-
cates that the proportion that you are talking about that low-
income families have had to pay has increased over the last few
years, Ohile the proportion that middle- and upper-income families,
who have been taking advantage of the guaranteed student loan
program more rapidly has, in fact, declined. We see that shift in
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how much money the family has to come up with directly has in-
creased for the very lowest income people. That's point one.

Talking about independent students, none of my data included
informption on independent students, but indeed a lot of studies
have been made. My work tends to indicate to me that the propor-
tion of people who are independent students in theipopulation in
that age group, 18 to 24, is about the same as the proportion going
to college. I have not seen any kind of extraordinary shift in the
last few yearsincreasing numbers of independent students.

It makes sense to me, when I think about it, that independent
students probably are able and more needful of taking advantage
of student aid because they don't have any kind of family resource
to fall back on, even if it's just a bedroom to sleep in or a breakfast
table to sit at in the morning before they go to school. So the inde-
pendent student has got to cover all of those costs first.

So student aid really has made a difference and they are very
aggressive in getting it. But I can't see that we have really seen a
big shift in the characteristics relative to the population.

Dr. STAMPEN. We can answer questions like you have raised from
the data base, from our public higher education data base and
John can answer them from his data base. You can come pretty
close from just looking at the printouts that I have. Later at your
leisure you might want to look at that.

But the percentages of income are quite substantial all the way
up and down the income scale. Independent studentswe have rich
information about them. One of the surprising discoveries we made
for public higher education was that four out of 10 independent
students had dependents of their own. Others were quite low
income.

Student aid offices have, over time, developed some pretty strin-
gent tests declaring yourself independent without any justification.
So, when you look deeper into it, you can find a lot of detail on this
question. One thing that I just might add is that from the data
basesincreasing numbers of people are using them and perhaps
the most important result of our study was the creation of the data
bases themselves. They can be questioned. We have been doing
analyses for a number of associations, for the Congressional Budget
Office, for the National Commission on Student Financial Assist-
ance and the numbers match pretty well withfor example, what
we estimate as the total Pell aid matches very closely with the Pell
office's records on that subject. It's a good data base.

So, if, in the course of your deliberations,specific questions arise
where you need to know pretty precisely which income groups are
affected or how much so, those kinds of questions can be answered
froin the data bases.

Dr. PHILLIPS. I think you are asking a very important set of ques-
tions and they have to do with the realities we are facing. Probably
the perception is that a person who -is poor doesn't make an effort
and it's just plain wrong. The latest survey data on gifts to church-
es and colleges, charitable contributions, shows that people in the
lower income groups give more, as a percentage of income, than
those in the middle income groups. OK? And in our data base we
find that the lowest income, about $6,000 adjusted family inccfme,
thost people are somehow coming up with a couple of hundred
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dollar in family contributions and somehow overcoming ari unmet
need that does not come ,from any other source, in the neighbor-
hood of'$700.

So somehow those families are coming up with $900 a year to
cover; the cost of going to an independent college and their family
income is $6,000 or less. ThWi-S an important finding and an im-
portant thing to bear in mind. this whole notion thatwhat was it
Peter Finley Dunne said, "The trouble is that the .poor who need
the most are the very people who never have any"well, you
know, poor people are making significant contributions in order to
have their kids go to an independent college or university.

The second related question you asked about the independent
student, we have expressed concerns about the current definition of
"independent student," because we think it is subject to some sub-
jectivity. But our concern has nothing to do with the student from
a poor family who declares himself independent in order to provide
the basis upon which to seek the work and the loans and every-
thing else needed to finance his education. What he's giving up
then in terms of family contributions is $200 maximum. OK?
That's not the issue. The problem is the kid in the middle income
who is really declaring himself independent, either fraudulently or
in order to avoid the significant family contribution that is expect-
ed under Federal law. That's the issue, it seems to me that needs to
be attended to.

Nobody should be making poor kids trying to go to college feel
like criminals because they declare themselves independent.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
My other question is, Do you have any data which compares the

kliid of aid students are receiving in other countries, in the coun-
tries of our major industrial competitors, for example, with the
kinds of aid that own students are receiving? And cannot the argu-
ment be made that we are placed at a great disadvantage in our
country because one of the legitimate forms of subsidy that these
countries are putting forward in aiding their industrial base are
the subsidies they provide to education?

Dr. PHILLIPS. Do.you want to start?
Dr. LEE. In many respects it is difficult to make direct compari-

sons because the structure is somewhat different, who is allowed to
go to college is somewhat different and, obviously, the way they fi-
nance it and kind of the public relationship to institutions is differ-
ent.

Mr. OWENS. Do you have any studies that assess the amount of
public dollars going into the effort? I am talking about the Soviet-
Union and the Socialist countries. Forget them. I am talking about
Japan, Germany, England, France.

Dr. LEE. Let me try to find some comparable sorts of numbers for
you and see what I can come up with because I can't answer that
right at this moment.

Dr. PHILLIPS. I can give you some information about two coun-
tries anywayWest Germany aril Japan. West Germany has a
ye well developed systdm in which they have loans and grants
a lable for a much larger percentage of the total cost and that's
part of the national strategy for economic productivity.
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In Japan, they have stood the thing on its head. It's an interest-
ing situation. As a matter 'of fact, this subcommittee went out to
look at that system aboutoh, gosh, it's been 7 or 8 years ago
nowand what happened there was that you may remember in
the late 1960's, they had a little problem with students occupying
the University of Tokyo for a year. So there is not a whole lot of
interest in Japan in student aid. They don't want to do that. I don't
know why exactly.

So what they have done is they have gone to a system of institu-
tional aid directly from the national government to the colleges
and universities and in Japan it's almost an exact flip-flop of the
situation in the United States.

In the United States we have about 20 percent of enrollment in
the private sector and the public sector has about 80 percent. It's
exactly the other way around in Japan. The private sector educates
about 80 percent of the college students in Japan and they do so
with very liberal subventions from the national government to a
private colleges foundation which, in turn, makes the grants to the
private colleges in order to sustain the academic system and hold
the cost to the students to a bare minimum.

You can see two different approaches in those two major com-
petitors and both of them involveimore money from the National
Government to support education as an integral part of their over-
all strategy of ever-increasing productivity and international com-
petitiveness. That's kind of the bottom line.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you for your testimony. You have us well

launched in our task.
The committee hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned at 11:54 a.m., on

October 19, 1983, until the following day at 10 a.m.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows]
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THE IMPACT OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS
ON PRIVATE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES

The United Negro College Fund is a nonprofit organization providing

services to tts 42 member institutions, v11 of which are private, fully-

accredited, historically black colleges and universities. Approximately

45,000 students from virtually all fifty states attend UNCF institutions.

Three-fourths of UNCF students come from families earning less than

$24,000 annually. Approximately 90% of UNCF students receive financial

aid, compared with 60% at private colleges nationally. Seventy-five

percent of UNCF students receive the Pell Grant, compared with only 25%

of college students nationally. In addition, 44% of UNCF students re-

ceive College Work-Study (CW-S), 37% receive the State Student Incentive

Grant (SSIG) and 39% receive Supplementary Educational Opportunity Grant

(SEOG) funds. Altogether, 34% of total expenditures at UNCF colleges

came from federal student aid revenues in 1981-82. Nationally, only

17% of total expenditures came from federal student aid.

Since FY '80, federal support of higher education has increased

only slightly in absolute dollars and has declined significantly in

real dollars. Federal student aid in the. form of grants, work-study

and loans increased only 2% in absolute dollars and decreased 15% in

real dollars from FY '80 to FY '83, according to the American Council

on Education. Every federal student aid program, with the exception

of the Guaranteed Student Loan program, has declined since FY '80.

Yet, during the period from 1980-81 to 1983-84, tuition costs at

private four-year colleges increased 58Z.
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Looking at UNCF institutions, from 1979-80 to 1981-82, total finan-

cial aid allocations at UNCF institutions increased 17%. This increase

was exceeded by a 27% increase in tuition and by a high inflatiam rate.

Total grant aid (Pell, SEOG, SSIG) to UNCF colleges remained vir-

tually unchanged from 1979-80 to 1981-82. In 1979-80, $67.3 million

in grant aid was allocated to UNCF schools; by 1981-82, total grant

aid had risen less than one percent to $67.4 million. As a result,

grant aid, which equalled 62% of total financial aid to UNCF insti-

tutions in 1979-80, represented only 53% of total student aid in

1981-82.

While grant a3Y1 has remained static, the volume of loans taken

out by UNCF students has increased nearly three-fold. In 1979-80,

UNCF students took out a total of about $9.3 million in loans. By

1981-82 this figure had nearly tripled to $26.3 million. The impor-

tance of loans as a proportion of total financial aid to UNCF schools

increased dramatically during this period. In 1979-80, loans repre-

sented only about 5% of total UNCF financial aid; in 1981-82 loans-

equalled nearly 21% of total financial aid.

The Pell Grant is the largest single source, of financial aid to

students attending UNCF institutions. Approximately three-fourths of

all UNCF students receive this grant. UNCF students experienced a 10%

loss in Pell Grant aid from 1979-80 to 1981-82. In 1979-80, $45.8
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million in Pell Grants were awarded to UNCF students. By 1981-82, how-

ever, this figure had declined to $41.2 million, despite the fact that

the number of UNCF Students receiving the Pell Grant has remained stable

at about 32,000.

The decline in allocations under the Pell Grant program has meant

a decrease in the size of the average Grant. Thus, UNCF studeAts re-

ceived an average grant of $1,424 in' 1979780, but only $1,225 in 1981-

82. This represents a decrease of 11% in the size of the average Pell

Grant. ,In addition, while the average Pell grant covered 75% of tuition

costs at UNCF institutions in 1979-80, it covered only 53% of tuition in
%

1981-82. This decline in Pell Grant aid is clearly a hardship for UNCF

students.

Thirty-nine percent of all UCF students receive the Supplementary

Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG). Ninety-four percent of those

students who receive the SEOG grant also receive the Pell Grant. Allo-

cations to UNCF institutions under this program increased nearly 8%

from 1979-80 to 1981-82. Approximately $11.8 million in SEOG aid was

awarded to UNCF colleges in 1979-80. By 1981-82 this figure had increased

to $12.7 million.

The average SEOG grant increased nearly 7% during this period. In

1979-80, the average SEOG grant awarded to UNCF students was $717. In

1981-82, the average grant increased to $754.
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Twenty-two percent of all UNCF students receive the SSIG grant. Al-

locations under this program increased over 39% from 1979-80 to 1981-82.

In 1979-80, $9.7'million in SSIG funds were awarded to UNCF students. In

1981-82, UNCF students received a total of $13.5 million in SSIG funding,

making it the second largest grant program for UNCF students. The aver-

afie SSIG grant increased more than 18%, from $713 in 1979-80 to 44 in-

1981-82.

Approximately 44% of all UNCF students received funding under the

College Work-Study (CW-S) program in 1981-82. College Work-Study is

the third largest source of financial aid to UNCF students, after the

Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan programs. From 1979-80 to 1981-

82, total allocations to UNCF institutions under this program decreased

more than 8%. In 1979-80, UNCF students received $18.4 million in Work-

Study money. By 1981-82, this figure had declined to $16.9 million.

The number of UNCF students receiving aid under this program de-

creased nearly 9% during this period, from about 21,000 students in

1979-80 to 19,000 students in 1981-82. Average income under College

Work-Study remained at $893 from 1979-80 to 1981-82, although the

cost of attending a UNCF institution inereased.27% during this period.

As federal support for College Work-Study has decreased and fun-

ding for grant programs has remained static, UNCF students have come
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to rely more heavily on loans to cover the increased cost of tuition.

During the period from 1979-80 to 1981-82, loans taken out under the

Guarantee Student Loan (GSL) program alone increased nearly five-fold.

In 1979- 0, UNCF students took out a total of $4.1 million in Guaran-

teed Student Loans. In 1981-82, the Vblume of GSL loans to UNCF stu-

dents had risen to just over $21 million.

By 1981-82, loans taken out under the GSL program were the second

largest source of financial aid to 1FCF students, right behind the Pell

Grant. The average Guaranteed Student Loan to UNCF students increased

over 20% from 1979-80 to 1981-82. In 1979-8d, the average loan to

UNCF students was $1,773. By 1981-82, the average GSL loan had increased

to $2,131.

The percentage of UNCF students relying on loans has increased dra-

matically since 1979-80. In 1979-80, 2,300 UNCF students, or ap oxi-

mately 5% of all UNCF students, received GSL loans. By 1981-82, the
1

number of UNCF students receiving GSL loans had increased more than

four-fold to nearly 10,000 students, or 22% of all UNCF students.

It is expected that with the advent of the Citibank/Higher Education

Assistance Foundation (HEAP) Assured Access Program, which facili-

tates access for UNCF students to the GSL program, an even greater

number of UNCF students will be turning to loans as a way to cover

the costs of their education.

t
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Because 90Z of UNCF students receive financial aid, they have been

significantly affected by retrenchment in federal support for higher edu-

cation. Most of the students attending UNCF colleges come from low-

income families; they already operate on a small margin. The median

expected parental contribution toward college costs for the typical

UNCF student is zero dollars, according to the College Scholarship

Serivce. And so there is no "safety net" in the form of higher

parental contributions to make up for decreases in student aid pro-
,

grams. Grant and work-study programs have not kept up with the

rising costs of attending a UNCF college or with inflation in

general.

As a result, UNCF students have been relying more and more on

loans to cover their educational costs, but a disproportionate reli-

ance on loans is not the best way to serve the financial needs of

Students at the lower end of the economic scale. In order to assure

access of low-income students to private colleges, grant and work-

study programs must be increased.

In particular, the financial aid needs of institutions educa-

ting a disproportionate share of low-income students without a state

subsidy requires special attention. These colleges and universities

are providing a vital and valuable service, yet they are struggling

to survive as a direct result o he failure of federal student aid

it
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to keep pace with rising costs. Unless We are determined to continue

to penalize those colleges doing the most to promote equal educational

opportunity foetheinationts economically dispossessed, legislation

most be developed that will provide incentives fOr such institutions

to carry out their vital mission.
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United Negro College Fund

November 1983
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APPENDIX

I. Financial Aid to UNCF Students
1979-80 to 1981-82

Change
!MUM 1979-80 1981-82 in absolute dollars

PELL $ 45.8 M $ 41.2 M - 10.0%
SEOG 11.8 M 12:7 M + 7.6%
CW-S 18.4 M 16.9 M 8.2%
NDSL 5.1 M 5.2 M 1.9%
SSIG 9.7 M 13.5 14 + 39.2%.
GSL 4.1 H 21.1 M + 414.6%
Veterans' Benefits -1.1 M 0.7 M 36.4%
Institutional

Scholarships 9.4 M 11.2 H + 19.1%
Other 3.2 M 4:4 M + 37.5%

Tiltd1 $108.6 M $126.9 M + 16.8%

II. Average Grants Eo UNCF Students
1979-80 to 1981-82

rogram 1979-80 1981-82 Change

PELL $1,424 $1,275 -10.5%
SEOG $ 707 $ 754 + 6.6%
SSIG $ 713 $ 844 +18.4%

III. Federal Student Aid FY '80 and FY '83

Change Change
Program FY '80 FY 4..83 in absolute dollars- in real dollars

PELL $ 2.441 B $ 2.419 B - 0.9%
,,,

20%
SEOG 370 M\ 355 M - 4.1% - 23%
CW-S 550 H 540 M - 1.8% - 21%
NDSL 286 M 179 M 37.4% - 50%
SSIG 77 H 60 M - 22.1% -37X
GSL (Volume) 4.800 B 6.5ipp B + 35.4% + 8%
GI Bill 1.600 B 1.100 B - 31.3% - 31%
Soc. Sec. 1.600 B 800 H . 50.0% - 56Z

TOTAL $11.724 p, $11.953 B + 1.9% 15X
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COLLEGE COSTS: Recent Trends, Likely Future
Cathy Henderson

Consumers feel the effects of inflation when they buy gro-
ceries. pay fuel bills of take vacations But what about col-
lege charges How have they been affected in relation to the
overall .nnation rate" College charges rose steeply during
the recent several years when inflation was double digit
Now that .ollation A expected to remain low lot the near
future, can college charges be expected to rise more slowly'

Trends in college consumer charges are here explored by
tost,answering several questions Who keeps track (atypical
college charges? What aoms are ihcluded ma typical col-
lege student's budget? How much have average consumer
charges risen during the past few years? What can be ex-
pected for tall 1983 and fall 1984' What economic and insti-
tutional factors Will be primarily responsible for determining
the rate of change in college charges?

Consumer Cost Information
Two sources of information annually publish estimates el

average undergraduate college charges First. the National
Center for Education Statistics INCEST collects data each
year on tuition and lee rates as well as room and board
charges for resident students Data are supplied by all higher
education inatitutions and average figures are derived by
weighting the student charge data by enrollment sire NCES
then further derivelthe average charges tor Students at pub
tic and independent Iwo- and tour -year institutions

The second primary source of information is the College
Scholarship Service ICSSl of the College Board In addition
to obtaining data on tuition fees, room and board the CSS
annually c011ects information on expected expenses for
hooks transpodaion. and personal items In contrast to the

tP

v
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NCES survey CSS simply averages the institutional cost
data and does riot weight the data by enrollment sire Type
and control averages for groups of institutions are. therefore,
Provided by CSS CSS-averages are based on institutional
reports born two consecutive years for example although
appioximately 3.200 institutions responded to the CSS
t982.83 survey. figuresunn were based on only the -
1 6, .9. I 700 institutions that had also supplied 19111 -8? data
Overall the NOES series is more useful as an indicator of
what average consumer charges are and the CSS series
more clearly reflects the Charges ncinoqual institutions are
making

Typical College Chargei
for Consumers

Many people or thinking about ISo costs ut attending col-
lege, consider only lotion and lee charges However, for
most lull-lime students,ihving expenses such as room, board.
transportation. and personal expenses muss be added to the
expected payments for tuition. fees, and books. Average stu-
dent bUdgels for lull- Or part -time commuter students more
often are limited to tuition. lees, books, and partial transpor-
tation costs, on the assumption that then place of residence
remains unchanged. Based on data from NCES and CBS.
comprehensive budgets for foe time undergraduate Students

, enrolled for the 1983 84 acadenkc year are prolected by the
American Council omEducation (ACE) to be $4.618 at public
institutions and Sti 939 at independent institutions (See Table
I for detailed protections)



Recent Trends
Table 2 compares recent rates of growth among average

college charges faculty Salaries lite Higher [duration Price
Index (1-1W11. and the Consumer Price Irides (CPI) From
1977 through 1982. average total tuition, fees worn board
and Other personal r otlege expenses did nil use as sreeply
as the annual CPI Ma CPI rose 59 4 percent and average
charges at all institutions (auntie() 50 8 percent There Mile
however teleie,,ces between the putrid-. and private
tors t rate or in, iease in college charges at public inst:
lotions at 46 1 percent stayed below the CPI level and the
tate at irkteeendent institutions at 580 percent generally
followed the eo r Outing the 1917 82 period faculty Sal
arms (Owl at it slower pace than the general inflation rate
while Me (.41 climbed 59 4 percent tacuity salaries grew
by only 44 9 mercent

the FIonca Idufratelti Price Index !S. a useful measure i)t
the cnariges at Mt! prices ot a fixed 'market basket of
gnOds and setv:res :ised by ferret eduention :nslitutiOns
included in itie 1 rE Cl components art, professiona, and Whir'
professional wages and salaries tethefits COM/at:fed
r.erva.c.. S..riceres and ihatetidil; tstilutional equipment.
DOOki and ilehodicals and raomes Although comparable
!attar, are d,laahle from me tif 01 only impugn 1981 82
the 1)15'1 ''PPea'S In have 13gged behind the CPI rncrease
nom fall 191 7 au ,,,gt) Iali t 982 as shown in Table 2 figures
tor 1411 :8 through 1981 (v..? by tail 1913t the (Pt had frSen
SO A percent and the 11101 had regstered a 44 2 percent
increase

What are the probable reasons behind these ()Vetere
rate,r, of nctraCe during the past several years The rapid
iate of gromn in the CPI during this period forced many

adinmstrati4 it oe,e, .pensive facility rend
woos and C proieCfs ii ',der to keen their Op
el atonal costs dS IOW' as post-able At one same tune fuel
coals were skyrocketa the otili4 component of the. Flip,
doubled I flit 5 percent! during this prind III Contra; the
tolar 11/..Pt personnel rfompeosation component (including
Salaries wages and fringe benefits) rose only 40 3 percent
Clearly oShtiatelta did 11O1 Pass along real cost of living in-
CreaSes ho men faculty and stall for reaSOns of the other
Opelabog budget pressures Caused by high inflation rates

Although ine impact ht seemployment and economic re
cession has vaned TU.)", state to slate over me paSI few
yPIttrS by 1182 state revenues had been substantially re
deiced inost area,,, thereby totcoig increases in public tui
ton and Fee .3105 linden and lee increases for tali 1 982 were
estmared pt 12 wrk ern at politic institutions arid Id percent
at neleoendent intaitutiOns In recent years increases or Wi-
lton and tees at independent arditur.ions have risen slightly
above the public sector rate tuiliOn r5 lhe primary revenue
soince for quieneaderst ,,Stilutions and the Only one under
the direct control of the inslitutrenS when annum giving. en
clnwment ncOrhe and government funding dn'hol nettraSe
enough 10 offset inflatain By tall 1902 many independent
institutions had also begun to some,df thee phys
;-;a1 plant expiendures that had lypic,ally been postponed
dur,nd the era of soang bills
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Likely Future
the Congressional Budget Office (780) prOlet:IS Mat Ine

CPI rise will range between 4 and 5 percent in 1983 and 1984'
Data collected by Jahn Mode. Associates and the Economic
Forecasting Project at Georgia State University indicate that
trio average annual increase in tuition 8011 fees Mr tall 1983
may range between 0 percent and 10 percent across rristi
futons In light at the tet:Crit Berne:0;c pressures TOOT nave
forced mud-year tuition increases at several publIC insttlutiOns

, itriCluding the University at illirio!s and 29 institutions in the
California state college and university system), ACE is pro
teCting that in tau 1983 the pubic, tuition and toe increase will
be 9 percent and the independent Sector increase is likely to
he to percent Both these rates of increase are well below
the fall 1982 ACI estimates of 12 percent for the public sec
ter and 13 percent for the independent sector

Fur tall 1984 ,/Ohti Moiler Assoc otes prOlecl that tuition
and tees will increase 7 percent in public institutions and 13
percent at independent institutions Because the CB() est,
mates that unernpioyment will remain above 9 pert,ent through
198' and result 'n continuing pressures On stale reventrS

ACE protects Tuition and lees will increase 8 percent in both
SeCtOrS Orr balance analysts see average college charges
outpacing inflation rates through 1984 in order to make up lor
ground 1051 during the late 1910s and early 1980s As already
noted Nun inflation rates during MIS period lOrCed inStauteinS
to pay .1 lin gel share all their budgets for utility costs deter
expensive facility maintenance and renOvation and depreSS

v.tac. Wry and slab compensation below real cost 01 living an-
nual increases

Factors Shaping Consumer
Charges Trends

A numbi of factors will shape the annual increase in aver
age student budgets during (ne ria,a sawral years Charges
are likely to rise more ,i/oudy than expected under any ot the
following condemns
a) Utility costs remain constant, thereby permitting a larger

share 01 any increase in revenue to used to restore per
sonnet coinpenSation or to renovate institutional facilaieS
or bOin

b) 4 Caplet lund drives [mooed by alumni and corporate giv
mg are successful in meeting their goals to provide larger
endowment cusrvons to help offset unexpected drains on
etSlatitiOndl Operating huge! revenues

i./ 1.mollnent levels stabilize or pass-a-ay grow las measured
in terms of full-lane equivalent enrol/numb and thereby
augment general operating revenues and

d) State aarepriatiOns for higher education increase at rates
equal ttl or greater than the inflation cate

In contrast average college costs to consumers could tut
driven Metter than expected if any of ale following Occur

Sustained high inflation rateS resume
0 Feral 4-nen! levels dip creating underutilized capacity and

thus drive up per unit costs to fewer consumers 5

C,
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C) High unemployment rates remain for several years, funnel.
depresSing 'state revenues for higher education Support
(primarily affecting the public sector but also those Map
pendent institutions where in-state students use state
scholarship funds).

cl) StatelligitAtors decide to-4110A students o prhlictr(Sii-
v tenons pay a higher percentage of actual educational

Costs, and
e) Federal neorroased student aid is cut a situation tom

would pressure more institutions to supplement federal
aid with institutionally tended student assistance. programs

There Is no Miele that average undergrnduate consumer
charges will continuo to rise. The rate 01 change in these
(Merges will be determined largely by national and state eco
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mimic Condemns. public policy decisions. and COlitjUnIdt
reactions

Not** I/
i An.NIK al to' r,hoehraavahr lava charges °rev (rata en or...arse.% one

NIC.Iuded as Oil ni the calcvehons for NIA 'year inshitvions
2 The sehoures are ACE eshrhatos bawl or anaryles ul NCES na C&S dare
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TABLE 1. Trends In Average Undergraduate Consumer Charges, 1977-78-1984-85

Total Costs' Tuition and fees Room. Board and Other Expenses

Year Total Public Independent' Total Public Independent' Total Public Indepondopt?

1977,78 $3.479 $2.932 $5.210 $1.016 $515' $2604 $2.463 $2417 $2,606
197879 3.869 3061 5.585 1.099 548* 2.843 2570 2.513 2.742
1979 -80 3.935 3285 5.988 1.186 586 3.089 2 749 2 699 2899
198081 4 340 3 603 6.665 1 315 636 3466 3025 2 967 3.199
1981 -82 4.823 3987 7.471 1,486 713 3.935 3.337 3214 3536

ACE Proiec iion, 1

1982 -83 5245 4.301 8 230 1.614 799 4,447 3.571 3.502 3.783
1983-84 5.656 4.618 8.939 1.835 870 4 891 3.821 3,748 4.048
1984-85 6.032 4918 9.574 1.982 940 5 283 4 050 3,978 4291

I iota, , -psis combine i I I lkotnnl lee MOM are) board charges hoc. the National Center for Edo:atom StatistICs lit GIS surveys and 121en
pontos he traiispormhon books. stipples. and personal dents !turn the College Scholarship Service survey stows

2 LiirluileS propeelary institutions
'I AC.E proplceons oriole the toiloveng inflators

Tuition and Fees Room. Homo and

____Year Public Independent Other CITenses

1982 83 12% 13% 7%

1983 .84 9% 10% 7%
198485 8% 8% 6%

Thearr vitiators were developed after (fttleVeng data Iron, tho National Center for Iducation Statishcs. the College Scholarship Service. John
Minter Associates the Congressional Cudgel ()dice and the F cOnnekr Forecasting Prorirl at Foggia State University 1983 Inflators Mr
tuition tees. room Dune" and 'Or onto( expenses from the abalkSOutCas ranged between 7 percent and 12 percent

Sources OnoSrak, Analysrs and Research. An:rotten Council on Feet:anon. based on data horn tne Natrona, Center fur Fducation
and the CoRrga SChp/a/Shql SenVI) CO MO COUItge Board. Ti. cortege COST BOOR. selected years
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TABLE 2. Recent Rate. of Growth In Undergraduate Colley. Charge. and !Waled Indic*.
(1977 -7P so Base Year)

Room. Beard.
Total Costs' Tuition and Fees and Other Epenses

Faculty
Year Total Public Independent' Total Public Independents Total Public Independents &Varies NEP!, CPI'

1977-78 100.0 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0
1978-79 105.5 1044 1072 108.2 106.4
1979-80 113 1 112.0 114.9 116/ 113.8
1980-81 124 7 122.9 127 9 1294 123.5
1981-82 138.8 136.0 143 4 146 3 138 4

1000 100 0 100 0 1000 100.0 1000 100 0
109.2 104 3. 104 0 105 2 106 0 1070 109 3
118.6 111.6 111.7 1112 113.8 118.4 1239
133.1 122.8 122.8 122.8 124.0 131.1 1382
151.1. 135.5 135 5 135 7 134 7 144 2 1502

Ptblections5

1982-83 150.8 146.7
1983-84 162 6 157 5
1984-85 173 4 167 7

158.0
171.6
183 8

164 8 155 1
180.6 168.9
195.1 182.5

170.0
187.0
202 9

145.0 144 9
1551 155 1
164 4 164.1

1452
155.3
164.7

144 9 N A. 159.4
NA NA 166,6
N.A N A. 174.9

1 See footnote 1 in Table 1
2 Excludes proprietary institutions
3 Higher Education Price index, adjusted for fiscal years
I Consumer NC° Endes. adjusted for Fiscal years
5 See footnote 3 in Table 1

Soul ces Otvislon d Policy Analysts and Research. Amodcan Council
on Education. based on data from the National Center for Education

Statistics. the CoPego Scholarship Sendai ot the College Beard. The
College Cosh Boos. selected years. John Minter Associates and the
Amencan ASSOCIaliOn OlUniversity Professors data supplied to The
Chromcie o Hcher Educerfon, January 1983. Research Associates
0 Washington. "Higher Educaben Prices and Price Indexes. 1982
Update." October 1982, the Burette of Labor Statistics. annual re-
Mesas. and Congressional Budget Office. Outtook for Economic
Recovery. February 1983

thrtnigh its Policy Thiel series. ACES Division of
Policy Analysis and Research publishes !Audios mat
otter beck round information on important lienth and
policy issues alleCting higher education Additional
copies of this Policy Brart are available upon request
otease enelose » sell- addressed stamped envelOpe
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RECENT TRENDS IN FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS ATTENDING
INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND. UNIVERSITIES

During 1981-82, the National Institute of Independent Colleges and

Universities (NIICP) conducted a survey of student aid records from a
national sample of aid recipients attending independent colleges and
universities with enrollments of more than. 500 students. Two previous
Surveyssonducted in academic years 1978-79 and 1979-80 demonstrated
the neeiffor and the effect of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act

of 1978, enacted to expand federal student assistance opportunities to

lowiincome students while providing access to such benefits for
students from middle-income families. "These two earlier surveys make

it possible to discern some trends in student aid for the independent

sector.

findings from the current survey indicate what appear to be
interesting and surprising trends in student aid packaging that may
have major ixplicatfons for financing college attendance in the future.

The principle finding is that recent reductions in federal student
assistance and restrictions placed on program eligibility reduced
substantially the number and proportion of low-income students
attending independent colleges and universities in 1981-82. NJICU is
continuing its analysis to determine all the reasons for these shifts

in a two year span and the effects on students attending independent
colleges and universities.

SUPPARY OF FINDINGS .

Although'total undergraduate enrollment increased almost two
percent between 1979-80 and 1981-e2, the percentage of total
undergraduate aid recipients dropptd from almost $0 percent of,
total undergraduate enrollment in 1979-80 to 56 'percent in

1981-82.

The number of undergraduate independent/students receiving aid
dropped by approximately 16 percent, which goes directly counter

to trends in public colleges and universities:

/4" Findings concerning undergraduate dependent students becoie more

meaningful when analyzed by family income categories. The number

of dependent undergraduate aid recipients from families with
incomes inthe $6,000 to $24,000 range declined dramatically.
Between 1979-80 and 1981-82, there was a 39 percent decritase.in
student aid recipients from that broad income range. This' .

suggests that, because of continuing increases in college costs
that coincide with decreased dollars available from federal aid
programs, the independent sector is experiencing a major loss of

students from this income range.

There was a decline of almost 18 percent in the amount Of Pell--

Grant funding to students attending...independent colleges and

universities, and almost a 10 percent decrease in the number of
Pell Grant recipients.

1
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There was a major increase in institutional need-based aid. The
percentage of recipients went from 45 percent in 1979-80 to 55
Percent in 1981-82, and the average institutional award increased
by 19 percent, from S1,196 to S1,424 in the same period.

The use of Guaranteed Student Loans also increased dramatically.
The number of students participating in this program during the
two-year period doubled, and the average GSL has increased by 27
percent, from $1,787 in 1979-80 to 52,264 in 1981-82. (Major
restrictions in GSL were enacted after the survey period.)

For 1979-80, the proceeds of "self-help" efforts (loans, work,
student savings) covered 31.1 percent of the average student
budget in the independent sector. By 1981-52, "self- help"
averaged 41.4 percent -- an increase of%over 51,000 per student.

While student aid reports no longer require identification of aid
recipients by race, thereby making it impossible to get an
accurate count of minority recipients, there is nevertheless an
indication that minority participation declined in the two-year
span.

DETAILED FINDINGS

In 1981-82, NIICUs survey of student aid recipients from student
aid records included a national sample of 122 independent colleges and
universities with enrollments above 500 students. There were
approximately 1.8 million undergraduates enrolled at independent
colleges and universities this year and 999,000 (55.7 percent) received
some form of financial aid. Table 1 below summarizes 'the changes in
population from 1979-80 to 1981-82.

TABLE 1

UNDERGRADUATE POPULATION

1979-80"(%)
1

1981-82 (%)

Total Undergraduate
Headcount* 1,764,000 (100%) 1,794,006, (100%)

Total Undergraduate
Recipients 1,048,000 (59.4%) 999,000 '(55.7%)

*Source: National Center for Education Statistics: \
1979 and 1981 Fall Enrollment Surveys

Although total undergraduate enrollment increased almost two
percent over this two-year period, the number of aid recipients dropped
by five percent.and the percentage of total undergraduate recipients on
aid dropped from almost 60 percent of 'total undergraduate enrollment in
1979-80 to 56 percent in 198112.

76 116
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TABLE 2 ,

DISTRIBUTION OF UNDERGRADUATE AID RECIPIENTS
AT INDEPENDENT INSTITUTIONS: FALL 1979 AND FALL 1981

(Enrollments of 500 or More)!

Estimated Number Of -
Recipients and PerCent
of Population

1979-80 1981-82

Dependent
Undergraduate
Aid Recipients 901,000 875,000

(51.1%) (48.8%)

Independent
Undergraduate
Aid Recipients 147,000 124,000

,.(8.3%) (6.91)

Total

Undergraduate
Aid Recipients 1,048,000 999,000

(59.4%) (55.7%)

The main percentage decrease in undergraduate recipients was in
independent students over the two-year period. The number of

independent students receiving aid dropped by approximately 16 percent,
which is directly counter to national trends at public colleges and

universities. Undergraduate dependent recipients of aid decreased by

three percent over this period. However, these, drops do not fully tell
the story until one 6amines the changes in these students by family
income profile.

I
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TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF UNDERGRADUATE
AID RECIPIENTS BY PARENTAL ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

(Enrollments of 500 or More)

Parental
Adjusted
Gross
Income

Estimated Number*
Of Recipients

Percent of
Total Recipients

Percent of Total Under-
graduate Headcount
Enrollment

19/9-80 1981-82 1979-80 1981-82 1979-80 1981-82

Dependent ....

Under 16,000 79,000 78,000 7.6 7.8 4.5 4.3

S 6-12,000 152,000 84,000 14.5 8.4 8.6 4.7

112-18,000 163,000 .._ 95,900 15.5 9.5 9.2
..3

118-24,000 178,000 122,000 16.9 12.2 10.0 6.8

124-30,000 135,000 136,000 12.9 13.6 7.7 7.6
o

130-36,000 66,000 98,000 6.2 9.8 3.7 5.5

Over 536,000 50,000 128,000 4.8 12.8 2.9 7.1

Income
..

Unknown 79,000 135,000 7.6 13.5 4.5 7.5

Total Dependent
Recipients

901,000 875,000 86.0 87.6 51.1 48.8

Independent
All Incomes 147,000 124,000 14.0 12.4 8.3 6.9

Total Under-
graduate 1,048,000 999,000 100.0% 100.0% 59.4% 55.7%
Recipients

* Numbers may not total due to rounding.

Although the number of recipients from some income groups increased or remained
stable, decreases were dramatic among recipients from families with incomes from $6,000
to $24,000 From 1979-80 to 1981-82, there was a 39 percent decrease in student aid
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recipients from families in these income groups. DiViding that broad
income range into three segments, there was a 39 percent decrease among
recipients from families from the $6,000 to $12,000 income group, a 42
percent decrease in recipients from the $12,000 to $18,000 income
group, and a 31 percent decrease in the $18,000 to $24,000 income
group. What these figures suggest is that the increase in college
costs, the lowering of effort in federal student aid programs, and the
effects of double-digit inflation have created a major shift of
students out of the independent sector from these income groups.

The number of recipients from the $24,000 to $30,000 income group
has remained relatively stable, while the number of recipients in the
highest income group has grown. This is probably the result of
inflation of family incomes and the availability of GSLs to students
regardless of family income. The result appears to be a change in the
income configuration of the population of student recipients attending
independent colleges. From 1979-80 to 1981-82, students on aid from
families with incomes between $30,000 and $36,000 increased by 48
percent, recipients from families with incomes of $36,000 or more
increased by 156 percent, and students on aid from families who,
because .of the funding source, were not required to submit income
information increased by 71 percent. Whereas 78 percent of the
dependent aid recipients at independent colleges and universities came
from families with incomes below $30,000 in 1979-80, only 59 percent of
the recipients came from families with these incomes in 1981-82.
Taking inflation into account and assuming that families making $30,000
would earn approximately $36,000 in 1981-82, the percentage difference
is not as large. By 1981-82, 70 percent of the recipients came from
families with incomes below $36,000. However, in Absolute terms, the
number of undergraduate dependent recipients from families earning less
than $30,000 had dropped by 27 percent or approximately 192,000
students.

The top half of Table 4 summarizes the major characteristics of
dependent undergraduate aid recigients in 1979-80 and 1981-82. Since
1979-80, the characteristics of Students have remained relatively
stable by age, registration status, academic level and local residence.
Because the federal.government is no longer requiring students to
report their race to colleges and universities, almost 13 percent of
all recipients did not report their race to the financial aid office.
Therefore, we are no longer Able to provide an accurate picture about
the percent of minority recipients on aid. Still, it does appear that
there has been some decline in minority participation.

The bottom portion of Table 4 summarizes changes in participation
rates and reports average awards by source of funds. There have been
major changes in both the type of award and the percentage of
recipients participating in the programs and in the average awards from
19/9-80 to 1981-82. Perhaps the most notable decline occurred in the
Pell Giant program where both the percentage of Pell Grant recipients
and the average award have dropped since 1979-80. The percentage of
Pell Grant recipients dropped from 66 percent to 53 percent and the
average award dropped from $974 to $940. ,

7y /
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TABLE 4

DEPENDENT UNDERPIAUDATE AID RECIPIENTS:
REPENTED PARENTAL INCOMES

(COMDINED)

FALL

1,70

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

FALL

112
FALL
1981

FALL

1981 AGE

MALE 47.8% 45.4% Artrape: . 19.3 19.8FEMALE 52.1% 64.5%

RACIAL/ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS REGISTRATION STATUS

%lack 12.8% 7.1% Full -time_ 98:6% 97.2%
Hispanic 6.1% 3.71 Part-time 1.3% 0.7%Asian/Pacific Islander 4.0% 1.2% Other 0.1% 2.1%American /Alaskan Indian 0.4% 0.2%
whit, 69.5% 74.91
Unreported 0.91 12.91

ACADEMIC LEVEL LOCAL RESIDENCE

Freshman 32.4% 32.3% On Campus 71.4% 69.9%
SOphomort 26.81 28.4% Off Campus $.0% 9.2%Junior 21.9% 20.6% (In Community)
Senior 19.9% 18.11 At Family Now 20.6% 20.9%Sth rear 0.1% 0.6%

SOURCE Of FuNp4

*ECEIPIENTS RECEIVING AID SY MAJOR SOURCE Of FUNDS

Amount*

1951-52

Percent Of Recipients Mean Dollar
Receiving Aid Per Raciplint

197,780 1541-82 1979-50

Pell Shoot (OEM

SEOG

$6.31

31.3%

62.6%

27.9%

f 974

1 $94

9 140

3 744

State (need-based) 47.21 47.7% 51344 11,210

Institutional .

(need-paled) 45.2% PAM 51,196 11,424

Cw-S (Federal. State
Institutional, Off
Campus) 41.3% 58.1% S 811 3 ODA

NDSL 43.01 34.21( 801 3 523

FISL/$SL 23.91 93.7% 11,1117 12,254

ti iv y



Because this drop in Pell awards was great.). than one would expect
to result from the two reductions in federal appropriation levels,
NIICU conducted an entirely separate survey of a representative
national sample of 200 Independent colleges and universities. With 85
percent of the colleges responding, it was confirmed that there has
been a decline not only in Pell Grant recipients, but also in the total
Pell Grant dollars going to independent colleges from 1979-80 to
1981-82. The number of Pell recipients at independent colleges and
universities dropped 9.9 percent and the total Pell dollars dropped
17.5 percent betWeen 1979-80 and 1981-82. Table 5 below details these
changes both in dollars and numbers of recipients. (The Pell data
reported from the two national samples differ slightly because those
from the Student Aid Recipient Data Bank reflect changes only in
undergraduate dependent recipients while the follow-up survey of Pell
Grant recipients covers both independent and dependent students.)

Table S

)1

TRENDS IN THE PELL WANT PROGRAM ARO ENROLLMENTS
A NDEPENDEHT CoLLJERES AND UNIVERSITIES FROM 1179-80 TO 1981-82

1979-80 11180-81 1981-82

PELL DOLLARS 1411,041,860 SS41,168,006 5606,138,227

RECIPIENTS 569,660 551,109 513,216

UNDERGRADUATES 1.741,000 1,818,000 1,791,000

AVERAGE AwARO 51,078 $1,034 5987

PERCENT or ALL UNDERGRADUATES
WITH PELL =Axis 12.004 10.001 21.004

CHANCE IN

1979-80
TO

1990-81
(ONE TEAR)

1140-81
TO

1181-82
(ONE TEAR)

1971-80
TO

. 1181-82
(TWO TEARS)

TOTAL PELL DOLLARS 2-11.174,855 S-43.421.771 2-107,406,433

PERCERIDONCI IN
PELL DOLLARS -7.2114 -11.10% -17.40%

CHANGE IN NUNIER
Of RECIPIENTS -18,240 40.073 -94,121

PERCENT CHANGE IN Noma
OF RECIPIENTS -1.204 -4.10% -9.90%

CNANGE !ROMERO/AWE
ENNO411ENT 91.000 -74,000 30,000

PERCENT MAME IN uNDERDRADDATE
EN1OLLMENT 3.10% -1.10% 1.704

O
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NIICU's analysis of the decline in Pell Grant recipients suggests
that efforts by the Department of Education to restrict program
eligibility through regulatory changes in the Family Contribution
Schedule have made many middle income families ineligible for these
awards. Furthermore, Congressional action to reduce the maximum award
from $1800 to $1750 in 1980-81 and to $1670 in 1981-82 helps to account
for some of the loss in overall dollars.

Returning to Table 4, the percentage of recipients receiving SEOG
declined from 1979-80 to 1981-82 although the average award increased
slightly. The percentage of recipients on state need-based aid
remained stable; but the average award dropped by almost 10 percent
from 11,344 in 1979-80 to $1,210 in 1981-82.

There was a major increase in institutional need-based aid. Not
only did the percentage of recipients increase from 45 to 55 percent of
total recipients, but the average institutional award increased by 19
percent from 51,196 in 1979-80 to $1,424 in 1981 -B2. This trend in the
increase in institutional aid is disturbing because colleges and
universities have limited dollars available to help replace federal
support, especially since the major cuts in federal student aid will
not occur until the fall of 1982.

Despite level federal funding, work-study continues to increase,
again due to major increases in funding from institutions. NDSL
appropriations were cut by S100 million in 1981, and the decline of
students receiving NDSL awards reflects this decrease.

Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) are clearly shown to be the major
program, other than institutional aid, that is used to assist funding
an education at an independent college and university. In 1979-80,
approximately 24 percent of undergraduate recipients had an average GSL
of S1,787. Barely two years later 53 percent needed an average GSL of
$2,264. The population doubled and the average award increased by 27
percent. This trend is disturbing not only because it represents major
-increases in the debt burden on students, but because it appears that
students attending independent colleges and universities are becoming
even more dependent on GSL funding.

The changing distribution of funds has led to major changes in the
packaging of aid and is clearly shifting the major burden for financing
higher education to students. Table 6 details the average award by
family income and the changes that have occurred in this two-year
period. What this table shows Is a substantial reduction in the
availability of Pell Grant support, combined with an increasing
reliance on GSL among recipients from lower income families, where use
of GSL has nearly tripled during this two-year period.

82
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TAKE 6

UNDERGRADUATE DEPENDENT AID RECIPIENTS 81 PARENTAL
ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME AND SOURCE or AID, 1979-80 AND 1981-82

PARENTAL ADJUSTED
GROSS INCOlt

SOURCE Of AID

Under 16,000
'

000 16.000-s1t,000 117,000-518,000 518.000-124.000
Mean 1 amount per Mean 1 amount per Mean 1 amount per Mean 1 amount per
Recipient Recipient \ Recipient Recipient
(1 Recipients . (1 Recipients ... (1 Recipients (1 Recipients
Receiving this Anceixing this Receiving this Receiving this
Aid) Aid) Aid) Aid

. 5s.

1979 -80 1981-82 1979 -80 1981-82 1979-80 1981-82 1979-80 1981-82

Pell Grants llEOGI 51,601 S1,447 1 1,417 1 1.226 .072 1 998 5 800 S 771
(91.7%) (81,7%) (88.9%) (864%) (78.4%) 175.3%) ,I. (68.0)% (61.5%)

SLOG 1 645 S 756 5 762 C 724 S 725 1 734 9 756__641-----S
(44.9%) ,_(21401) (43.6%) (35.9%) (39.8%) (19.3%) (30.0%) (34.6%)

State Need-eased 1 1,444. 53,400 S 1.413 1 1,323 1 1.395 1 1,274 S 1,344 S 1,124 '
Grants (49.3%) (58.71) (57.3%) (50.6%) (56.0%) (56.6%) (50.7%) (59.1%)

Institutional $ 989 '1'1,380 1 1:142 1 1.467 1 1,305 $ 1,552 1 1,393 S 1,447
Grants (28.7%) (28.7%) (34.2%) (44.5%) (45.5%) (50.5%) (47.7%) (60.95)

College Mork- 1 823 1 976 1 795 1 881 1 835 $ 928 I 818 S 887
Study. (46.6 %) (50.9%) (48.5%) (53.6%) (53.01) (66.3%) (48.6%) (65.4%)

NEISL S 811 1 922 1 824 9 978 1 814 1 1.000 1 834 1 967
(34.7%) (33.6%) (46.2%) (38.8%) (46.0%1 (39.8%) (43.0%) (34.9%)

(1511611 1 1.398 ° I 2.115 I 1,404 1 2.175 1 1,431 1 2,117 1 1,571 1 2.202
(14.6X) (34.6%) (16.7%) (42.4%) (21,3%) (50.1%) (23.6%) (48.4%)

Ji,

.

UNDERGRADUATE DEPEROEkt AID RECIPIENTS EY PARENTAL
ADJUSTED 6ROSS,ITTCOW AMO STARE( OF AID, 1979-80 AND 1981-82

- .* -

/

PARENTAL ADJUSTED
.

.124.000-S30.000 130,0E0-36,600 136,000 OR MORE PARENTAL

ti

GROSS IrCOPC . Mean 1 amount per Mean I amount per Mean I nt per ADJUSTED .
Recipient Recipient Recipient GROSS 1NCIA ,.'' (1 Recipients (X Recipients (1 Recipien UOUR1MN
Receiving this Receiving this Receiving th
Aid) Add) Aid)

SOURCE Of AID

4,
e

1979-80 1981-82 1979-80 1981-82 1979-80 1981-82 1979-80 1981-82

Pell Grants (1106) 1 462 3 553 1 569 1 509 1 540 S 444 1 1.262 1 424
(46.0%) (47.0%) (29.26) (24.8%) (16.3%) (1410%) (11.7%) ( 7.3%) "

SLOG . 1 769 1 719 5 853 1 883 $ 829 1 583 3 630 $ 86
(19.2%) (28.9%) (12.2%) (21.5%) (4.9%1' ISS.8%) (1.1%) (5,4 %)

State Need -eased 1 1,367 1 1.222 1 1,454 1 1,062 1 1.139 1 989 1 1,281 1 226
Grant% (39.4%) (51.4%) (30.8%) (39.9%), (14.1%) (22.0%) (10.0%) (15.910

Inititutional 1 1.331 1 1,426 1 1,394 1 1,309 1 1.296 I 1,400 1 947 1 594;Twit (54.4%) (58,5 %) (56.7 %) (56.6%) (53.0%) (58,0%) (3,3%) ( 7.4%)

Collet* Port- 3 809 S 887 1 825 1 994 1 938 1 6701 729 1 227
Study. (45.2%) 158,5%) (48.9%) (58.5%) (41.3%) (51.5%) (14.8%) (27.3%)

11051 I 842 I 188 1 766 S 898 S 830 1 804 1 834 S 155
(46.5%) (36.0%) (36.9%) (32.9%) (38.8%) (26.1%) ( 0.8%) ( 6.0%)

F151/651 1 1,701 1 2,322 1 1,790 1 2.285 S 1,555 1 2,400 1 2,030 1 2,830
(28.7%) (54.91) (31.2%) (61.0%) (39.7%) (71.51) (37.5%) (67:4%)

4
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TABLE 7

ALL DEPENDENT UNDERGRADUATE AID RECIPIENTS: 1179.80 and 1981-82

1479-40 1441-42

AVERAGE

COLLAR
STUDENT EXPENSES AMOUNTS

PERCENT AVERAGE
Of TOTAL DOLLAR
EXPENSES .4M0UNTS

PERCENT

EXPENSES
OF TOTAL

A. TUITION AND FEES 53.417

1. ROOM AND BOARD 1,553
O. ALL OTHER BUDGETED EXPENSES

(58.9%) $4,174

(26.8%) 51,918,,
(14.3%) $1,099.

(58.0%)
(26.9%)
(15.2%)_130

TOTAL STUDENT EXPENSES 5,800 (100.0%) 57,211 10D.0%

GRANTS/PARENTAL CONTRIBUTIONS
,n,

(25.2%) 51,540

(11.5%) $ 494

(3.6%1

(10.5%)- V74

, (9.7%) 777

(21.4%)

(6.9 %)

( 025.:),

(10.8%)

..

1. EXPECTED PARENTAL CONTRIBUTIONS $1,463

2. NEED-BASED GRANTS:
PELL GRANTS IBEDG) S 668

SUPPLEMENTAL GRANTS (SEOG) 208

STATE GRANTS (INCCUDING SSIG) 610

INSTITUTIONAL GRANTS . . 564

TOTAL NEED ABASED GRARTS 52,050

3. SUB-TOTAL (1+2) 3,513

35.3% 52,053

(60.6%) 53,592A--_

28.5%

49.9%

SELF-HELP

(5.510. S 402

(1.0%) S 123

0

(5.6%)

(1.7%)

(7.3%)-

(4.4%)

(16.8%)
(0:2%)

21.4%

12.7%

(41.4%)

. (8.41)

49.74,

4. STLBSENT FRP:4NT:
COLLEGE 10)RK -STUDY (Cud -S) S 318

STATE/INSTITUTIONAL WORK PROGRAMS 61 .

TOTAL STUDENT ENPLOOENT S 379

, --....

5. STUDENT LOW
NAT. DIRECT STUDENT LOANS (NDSL) S 334

GUARANTIED STUDENT LOANS1(FISL/GSL) 354

INSTITUTIONAL LOANS 15

, (6:5%) S 525

(5.8%) $ 316
(6.1%) 11,207
(0:2%) 20

TOTAL STUDENT LOANS S '703

6. EXPECTED STUDENT CONTRIBUTIONS - S 720

7. $U1 -TOTAL (445+6) fl ,'B02

(12.1%) 51,543.

12.4% I '912

(11.1%) $2.180

OTHER AID ' -

"

(6.44) ,3 104

(104.11) 37.177

,p. AID FROM ALL DINER SOURCES $1,381%

-TOTAL, STUDENT REkURCES 25,608 ,

'BALANCE (TOTAL RESOURCES - TOTAL EXPENSES) ($104) (1.44) S (34) (0.4%)

OM* aid Includes grants, loans and work from other federal, state, Institutional

And private sources. .

Table 7 compares the average budget fdh all aid recipients froze 1979-80 to
1981-82. The changing distribution in the packaging of aid can be seen over the
two-year period, with federal grant support showing significant reductions, while
student self-help showk dramatic increases. 00

-
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Tables 8 and 9 which follow summarize the major trends in the
financing of independent higher education for dependent undergraduates
from 1979-80, the first year of the implementation of the Middle Income
Student Assistance Act, to 1981-82.

. Expected parental contributions for students from families with
adjusted gross-incomes below $36,000 continued to decline both in
absolute dollars and as a proportion of total student expenses. There
is probably a comhination,of reasons for this decline: a decade of
inflation which has caused families to save less and to accumulate
fewer liquid assets, and most families with incomes above $24,000 have
two or mere children in collige.

Weed-based grants declined as at proportion of total student
budgets for most ncome groups, particularly in families with incomes

, below $24,000. here was some increase in need-based aid for students
I/41from famjlies rom incomes between $24,000 and $30,000 which came

primirily from institutional aid.

The major changekin packaging that has occurred during the past
two years is the tredlEndous increase in reliance on self-help,
primarily because of growth in participation in the Guaranteed Student
Loan program. In 1979-80, self-help averaged.31.1 percent of total
student budgets, and in 1981-82, it averaged 41.4 percent of total
student budgets. This trend was evident across all income groups.
But thi increase in absolute dollar amounts per income group is even
more dramatic. For recipients from all income levels, self-help
increased an average of over $1000 per student. For students from "
families with incomes below $18,000, and from families with incomes
above 530,000 the total dollar amount of self-help increased by over
50 percent-a-Students-from families with incomes between $18,000 and
530,000 had increases between 41 5 and 50 percent. 9

...99

In conclusion, these trends in student aid packaging clearly show
an increased reliance on self-help. When the 1980 Amendments to the
Higher Education Act were passed, it was stated as a national goal that
students should be responOble for 25 percent of the cost of their
'education through a combination of savings, work and loans. When that
act was pasied, on an-Average students attending independent colleges
pnd universities were paying 31.1 percent of the cost of education
through self-help. In 1982, it has increased to 41.4 percent. This is
an indication that we are not reaching our national goals, end as the
burded of paying for an education gets heavier for some very bright and .

talented students they may decide to forego the kind of higher,
c, education to which they haviCaspired, or higher education altogether.

If that should happen, it would be a tragedy for the whole nation.

g At 0BE k.,,:14
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TREE 8

AVERAGE DOLLAR AMOMTS AND PERCENT OF

TOTAL STWENI EXPENSES R PARENTAL INCOME

AHD SY SOLVCI OF FINDS no ALL DEPENDENT ORDERGRADUATC

AID RECIPIENTS 1879-80

Partnt41 Average Average kver4ge
ParentalAdjusted

Gross
Intone

Contribution
1 1

Ned -lased
Grants

1 i

Average
Silf.H*Ip

1 1
Other Ald

1

Average
Student budget
$ 1

Total Est,

Total Resources
1 1

$041.000 S 164 3.01 52.768 50.61 11.495 27.31 1451 .0 15.467 10.0 2557 10.21

16-12.000 352 6.2 2.756 48.5 1.722 33.3 443 1.1 5.688 100.0 395 6.9

517-18,000 881 14.7 2.507 41.7 1.1148 12.4 464 7.7 6.007 100.0 210 3.5

111.71.000 1.487 24.7 2.109 35.5 1.1118 32.3 391 6.6 5,141 100.0 57 1.0

114-30.000 7.411 37.6 1.714 26.4 2.067 31.8 477 6.6 6.499 100.0 -150 -2.3

S30-36.00 3.078 45.8 1.511 22.5 2,041 30.4 442 1.8 6.723 100.0 -350 -5.2

136-000. 4.296 60.7 996 14.1 2.153 30.4 450 6.4 7,079 100.0 .817 -11.5

Average
All locons 11.463 25.21 12.049 35.41 11.801 31.11 2311 6.61 15.796 100.01 S 62 1.1%

TABLE 9

AVERAGE DOLLAR Am3oNTS AND PERCENT OF

TOTAL S7WERT EXPENSES SY PARENTAL INCOME

AND SY soma OF rumps PON ALL DIPENDERT LWDER0RADUATE

AID RECIPIENTS 1141-82

Parental

Adjusted
Sross
Into.*

Average
Parental

Contribution
1 I

Average
Rf40-4ised

grants
1 1

Average
141f -Nolo

$ 1
Other Aid
1 1

Average
Student Illodoat

1

Average
Total [spaniel -
Total Reaturces
S 1

SO-6,000 S 144 2.21 52,742 41.8 12.45 36."1. 5741 11.15 18.701 100.0% 1596 8.111

S6-12.000 357 1./ 2,655 31.3 2,08 41.6 .607 ILO 6,713 100.0 326 4.

512-1,000 414 5.1 2,540 25.7 2,848 41.7 741 10.4 7,119 100.0 417 8.4

518-24,000 891 12.4 2,213 32.1 2,871 40.1 141 7.8 7,104 100.0 492 6.9

124-30,000 1,448 20.1 1.861 27.1 1.021 41.1 522 7.2 7,214 100.0 254 3.5

S30-34,000 2,03 28.8 1,411 20.5 3,164 43.8 520 7.2 7,228 100.0 -20 -0.3

131-000 4,107 54.4 1,172 14.8 3,334 42.1 611 7.7 7,200 100.0 -1,153 -11.1

Airesal
All loccoos 11,540 21.41 12,051 2.11 12.180 41.41 1604 8.41 17.211 100.01 S 23 0.31


